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Introduction

The collected works of Mary Boole amount to mOre than likeen
hundred pages. Among them is found a regular and passionate
insistence on the real but widely igc.ored--significance of her
husband's work, and a vision of nr.ithematical education that is
powerfully relevant, but still unrealised, today.

This selection sets out to provide a brief introduction to Iter
writings in order to stimulate a wider awareness of her thought.
The numbers in brackets at tlte end of each extract are page
number references to the collected works in the now out-of-print
1931 edition.

NIary Everest, later the wife of the mathematician George
Boole, was born in 1832. fIcr father, a rector, was a friend ofBabbage
:ind Herschel who as students had initiated various refbrms iii
mathematics at Cambridge. 1 ler mother was the sister of a classics
professor at a caege in Cork, where Book Wats to hold the chair of
tnathematies. When Mary was five her Littler beyame seriously ill
and the family moved to h.ance, so that he could be treated by
flaltnemann, the founder Of homeopathic medicine. NI:try grew up
bilingual. An early interest in mathematics was aroused by a teacher
who gave her private lessons in arithmetic; many years later she
wrote a charming account of this inspiration. Her father's health
improved and the family returned to England when Mary was
eleven.

Mary first met George Boole on a visit to her uncle in Cork. After
the hard struggle of the early years, Boole was just beginning his
great work. I fis masterpiece, investigation of the laws of thought,
was published in 18:i4 and was dedicated to Mary's uncle. lIer
father died the fbllowing year, and they married soon after. It was a
successful marriage; though Boole was seventeen years her senior
they were close companions, au. Mary was able to share her
husband's interestsshe became a devoted disciple.

They had five daughters. The youngest was only six months old
when Boole died of all attack of pneumonia in 1864. Mary was then
32 ,Tars old.

In the fbllowing year she took a post at Queen's College, London.
Opened in 1847, this was the first college of higher education for
women. Though unable to award degrees, it gave something more
vakable. at least to some of the pupils; one of Mary's was to write
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later, -I thought lay were [wing altin,:ed not Id I It'll

1 11)11I1(.1 yi)II had LOVI'll IN ;I power. '11 e can think l'or our.elves, and
Mit vlai Wr Want to kt AV."

After a few years Nlary left du. college to become. for a la i:,t tune
the secretary of...lames I I inton, a 1vritcr othic.: and rv,,lutiun a; well
as a skihnl ear-slirgeon, who had heel, a friend of her father. She
was interested in the aspect of his work that most of his friends
found unimportant. namely 'the art of thinking in:elf, which he, as
well as ( ;corgi! Boole, believed to be the true key to the physical and
moral regeneration of mankind'.

In the twenty years after her husband's death Mary Boole
supported and raised a family and read, corresponded and discussed
over a wide range of themes and with a large circle of friends (some
of whom are mentioned briefly in an apiwndixsce p. 7.5). Comm-
itted to spreading her husband's hleas about mathematics she also
developed her own thoughts on echtcation. She studied the works id.
'Thomas Wedgwood, the son of the famous potter. and a friend of
Darwin. She developed the ideits of the l'rench logician :111(1 mystic,
Gratry. uiuiI related them to those Of her lni,band. At the same time
she became more ttict more involved in spiritualism and theosophy
with ;1 curious amalgam of ideas front Hebrew ritual, Indian
mysticism and Western science. At the age of 5o she (-nth:Irked on a
series of hooks and articles, publishing regularly up to the timeof her
death in 1916 at the age of 81.

Much of her writing has not been to twentieth century tastes
though many contemporary young people have lwen .discovering
her themes. She was interested in the occult, homeopathy, veget-
arianism, anti-vivisecti)n----and love. But the practical common
sense of her lesson notes, Lectures on the logic if arithmetic .1903, when
she was 71). and the pioneering insights of Thepreparation if the child

for science (..190.1", had their impact on progressive schools in England
and the U.S.:1. in the first decade of the 20th century. She invented
curve-stitching and for many years cards marked for this purpose
were known as Boole cards ,st't! p. 35!. Her first book.. published in
1883 but written in the sixties, was a pioneer work (ln mental
hygiene. In the mathematical psycholo(y of Gratcv and Boole (1897) and
one of her last books, 'the .loging of pas3ion into power .1910), she
showed an understanding of the unconscimis far ahead oilier time.

Most educationists today appear to :lave other things to write
about thatidow;ing rods and sli on. Certainly ot. her things than love.
Few achieve the clarity, the vision and the highly relevant insights
of Mary Boole.
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On influence
In ;ill (4rilinary works on %ve may notiu con:tant

th-a-Itssium, ,L14444lt uhe pat 10 411,41- !node III %%111(11

III'MII4111 10 I/Cal", liV 1111%.1I\ ha', I IlIt'S,
!Wiles It fears ahMll

(11('Xalltplr, (ii that more subtle l'ortit of influence rolled hv the
pious 'interces:ory firaycr: ;Ind by modern Science 'stig14-estion:
or 'hh'It'jhttltV. I he vholu. discussion usually turns on the rival
merits of the variuois mode: of huut.,4:itir. in//ucticu-liem ici!huutit 1,, I car on

pupil. It SrVIIIS asS11111(11 that it i aksvays legitimate to etcert
influence. In mathematics, Ito%vever, the main question kept in %iu-%-
is: \\lien may the teacher exert influence?

For mathematical purposes, till influence from %vitliont, %ditch
induces tliu- pupil: to admit a principle :Is valid before hi,: own

its truth, (-win- unuler the Saint' C011-
(11.11tHatimi. 727i

A village schoolmaster
Nfonsietir I )('-plar %vas asked to come for kvo hotirs a day la

teach ni French and arithmetic. The only time h could :parr %vas
sts; to ri42,11( in the and those hout s. he spent %vith

vititcc and summer, .1: long as s.ve stayed in Poi..y,
Monsieur I Vplace i: the hero )1111y idyll. I wi.4411, though I kno%v

that the %visit is vain, that I could convey ;my a(lequate impression
of the in whicli Iii tIvehu)pc'd ituy life %vith a protecting- influence
%%idiom the ,11-41114-st interference vith either ittv thoughts or my
feelings. I he influence sa.a all the stronger In-cam:it he shinved 1141
desire to gain influence: I %vas quite tinconsciou: of it then and for
many, many veal.: allervards. In those days the distinctions of rank
vsert. moue sharply defined than they ;try no.v. The villag,e school-
master %vas not supposed to take rank %yid] 44(11th-folk, and though
,Mon:icur IV-place %vas it gentleman in every sense Of the
vord, he accepted the social position into which he had fallen :or
risen ? in all .,crimi,.Itt'ss.

I di) ilia remember anything passing- between ;:s in the slightest
deft-rye resembling either a citres:. or an 411Fri:tic:tate Nvord. The
relation between it Was, I bl'ht'vr, Slab, MI,(71011s out my
part. then. fin- a quarter of a rerun.. later after I left hint. I remember
distinctly the fir:t ttrithritetic lesson he gave me at home. NIother
had been tryin44- to teach me long division, but could nui t. make fur:
understand. chiefly, as I now knov, liccanse she herself' did not
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tindetHattil. Ii ilWii 111W WI filled to Nloti,,ietir I )i'pl.iie; then
(11..Ippe,trell a: it hy inat;ic, and it oi': the lti ditiIIulty that I

liti :Lidc ii ((' Ill Cii1111tI'lloil
.1 hi. thiny; that I rc ir11111( I, a I i I

or %%hat it,ed II(' call, (I 'double I it hree.' 1 he mo,t,.r told we
rtothili, ,I:ked ine stlece,..iiin it cpletions and i.ti1i iiii %vrite

down each ;ttis%%er ,t: I gave it, and then Ict me perceive that the
,ttv.%ver to the eottiplicatcti question on %%inch %ye !tact ;t..trted came
out id' 11, arC(.I'd ill Itty own haml%vriting. 1 -)1.1)

A university professor
She seemed so unlike the Nita or which mathematicians are

made, that 1 one clit said to her, ''l cannot think mathematics is
true function."

"Oh. no!" she replied, "my ltim.iiort i. ti understand teludaer
Pnfessor :caws to get und.j.siood," rvory occultist
will know yliat fatal magnetic interlocking !Lust have been going
on before such a thing could lie said. fo non-occultia: I must
eNplaill that it %vas not at all the utterance of sen.i 'tental gush: the
girl was, in the 111o:1 straightfOrward manner, ...nig her honest,
though too limited, knowledge of the nature of her own mental
activities, Professor Clifford, however, attrilmted tile vonderinl
vork done b, his pupil to 41111C1' oNNII For mathe-

IllatiCS. The that ht.!' hcal111 hnuke dnwn: lIlt .ho look a
fit of Evangelic-al piety 1.1. found out too late that her Innetion
in lift wa: to understand things which Profe,sor Clillord did not
particularly care to have understood and died in the odour of'
sanetity---one it die countless victim: of the cruel delusion of
teachers who inktake the reflection of their own mental processes
on the brain of an intuitional pupil for personal mental action ill
the pupil. In tlik case, as in many others. Nature secnN to have
avenged the wriolg, From Inv ()Wt1 ohserv:tion ol'Proles.;or Clifford
at classes of his which I attended. I venture to think that his rrem-
attire decay. as well as much of his over-brilliant success, was due
to a habit of recklessly over-ntagnetizing his pupils.

The Prophets of Palestine may not have known everything, but
some of them did know that it is inadvisable to undermine one's
own health and other people's for the sake of spreading one's
special views and increasing one's influence, by random indulgence
in the wonderful and awful delight of contact between intellect and
intuition. (596)
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'feacher lusts
lic eaclici Nficilicr school-teacher, minister ofreligion,

lead , or head 4.1 fatitil has it de,ire to make tho!A under him
conlOritt themselves to his ideals. Nations could not be Imilt
low children pieservcd from ruin, if SOIlle .s1011 dc:in (I'd not exist
anti 1.\ort itself in stIne lit'141"er. IIS 1)1 htsts, vevy
similar to those run down by the other faculties. First, the teacher
\Nam: to regulate the itCliOnS. Ci)11(hol, 4)1.)IliiT people
in a that does no obvious harm Ion is quite e\t't'SS buth
normal rights and of practical nrcessity. Nt6xt, he want: to prose-

conyttice, control, to ;Irrest the spontaneous action of other
minas, 0) an extent which ultimately its own ends by making
the pupils too Icel,le and ituounatie to carry on his teaching into the
future with any 'igour, authuircs it sheer automatic lust
for nlling other people .to don't,' for arresting spontaneous action
in I filicrs ill ;1 W:11' that destroys their power even to learn at the
tint). %vital he is trying to teach them. \Vhat is wanted is that we
sh(oild these three series tight so as to see their pat:Well:in, and
nut go On 0)441114 011r.rIVI'S aliy 511111 10)/jon as thult
Nex-lh0,,.0)11 is a 110:i iti ihr flesh and teat licr-lust a thing in itself
pure and good, which may legitimately be indillged in It the utter-
rao:t.

Few teachers noNv aro so conceited as not to knuw that thov
have a great deal to learn, and that their methods need revising
and improving. but the majority are seeking. fttr improved linthods
of doing more of what they are already doing a great deal too much
of. The improvement which they most need IS to be brought tinder
conviction, to be made see their conduct, their aims, their whole
attitude toward: their pupil: and their work. in the light reflected
on them from those of the druill:ard and tile debaucher. .J.1 12)

Qualities of a teacher
Constant recognition that Mall is a: hid& h) error while his

transcendental faculites Ore active as at any other time: and, more-
over, that errors which otherwise %vould have liven immediately
detected and corrected. tend, if made ut that time, to become
fixed and to appear like solid 111101s. 11111l",4 carclillIv checked bv
sonic well-selected mode of correction e.g.. Ow 'proving' ola

Great reserve on the part of the teacher in even stating to pupils
the special conclusions to which he has Ewen led. lest he should
arrest the normal exercise of their investigating faculties.

Specially stern self-contrul in the use of personal influenee
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convince iii iu pet:trade.
NItidest reticence in the mailr ureuiti (nig itpplause

licHi 4.11c has brunglit back Mtn culls( ionsnes,
iliosi linents (iticstion iiiiiih oin had (liscar(le(.1 Crum

otteiniun. older to lix it rot a lime solely lin suine selected elements
()I' the question.

( onstantly :Iceopiiiez, :nip:trent itiirhan ii i hal-ninny and
urilei i inuors that lie. line I.(iv iii he case !while.; II) a higher

thAn th,it in hull hi de investigatur is at tlir time \vurking.

Authority
Three main symkils id authority have shared het \vern them dn.

iittentiun (if the ivurld: the dave-driver's %dill). the shepherd's
etinik . and the eutalie.tur's baion. .\ rea.am,..ble man sloadd make
up hi, wind vhieli iii iii titici it preFers: which hc ivili ubmit tu
%chill it is his turn ttht..t and wield %%lien the time cumes Cur hint
to rule.

l'h("iave-driver.. wh;;) iii valiiltt ittiihui.ttiiti cunvelitiun-
ahsed disguises: the scriat e. the mace, the trimehoun the cane.
.1 c apiwal f th ii iii alik). is lu immediate iinpressiuns un the
senses. .1 heir mess:1y,, is laittal hut hunest: "If yii ivill ()bey my
will. voni sen,anuns shall i inure ay;reeahle Wan they will be if yun
thvcari my %%ill.

int() a bishup',. cruzier. The
itinci iii if hi two ale similar: I() licep ihe sheep

11111 id1111111,-.. Whine their limbs grow Ileet and their
tissues totn....11., Ii ki i ufF ivulyes %%lel inii4ht dispute possessiuti ill
any poriiun iii he iluck with titi i.tti sdii) riillider 111111'011 ti

1.) md itcuti lutin ilutititti pasture, su it.i tu make
them lat iii ih it lesh tender. and (2.,nide th,n, eanningl ;It Iasi

ihe yard u: the slanghier-huuse. liii svliiIi tint is simply
one line; deecini ))1 chill ,L,C1111111c111,t1

hc iii1ihitiii. bar in excrt, iii euntrul except (*airily.; roriain
lemurs uf it (lie, and uf peribrmaner. ( )tue the appnt,d time 11,1s,
expired. every Man k rrt! ii tm svhere he hk).., and du as he demises,

i iut liiumii 11;(11. ;ildr than he wunld have been ivithunt
(1)isudes Ili Play by hinHelr ss.hatrver

huh In i iii icr ()) enter hIm effective rumbillatiuns with
realsiei ins not 1-ai»4...it in that conductor's urehestra.

Frie;a1::, under whi) h syinhnI :orve! .\nd cv svliieh will
tu rule? I II:I:
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Haste is unchaste
IN.V(Y metlind, accptirint; trndi arc tn man; and the,c

trt.. think tidy typitli'd thi all agr: itiK irti
t11,111 ti typify! hy iht tav.

:,,rt kni)%,:lud:2;c technical. :it'd can ht.
-.f,..ciltired a load fr,In thc onkide. by dcliberati. -tittly: nther is
intottinnal or :tchtal. and c,rtani
"'"diti4qh Piramir.thh. '\tittiiiittl I lir 6.1.nn.l. way ,a1,iy
a(aluirral Lt any cuto., t tinw, in any quantity. and in any

Inlic. mi';11 l )1)11ii hi OW
utWfral'y it
fur re-t and 4",erei,i 1 lie latter kind (0.' kiintyludt.te k. in ikell and
alt,yays, evil and impurr. tc'hCfl II i
right alai, ,aliid: inh hint., !wing wark,d 1,v the unineidence or
thr,, Taylor,: Inatutity din inthvidnal t in plI4Iretincs:

16.1in: eircunktani
lt itith.cd, that purity utptitaltait

patinnec; \yilltin.,,nc-, ticitliti tn precipitate in art, nor II>
iii %V.)rd,. Ii,I fit ,ifilicipait it 111111P4h1, iliti Tor %%inch the

full tint,. 11:k nnt 4.4.til,. .111 ha,te micha-te. ;wed
makt. parclit, anti teayhet, pun.. hit in 11.da. hildren

1.y. Innst intn tho pnpulyr mind di, idca h.ktity itt
i iltti.ttittt, it klintyledt4r. in fi iend-hip. in ramily
ties, /-preially ill ruliinn. Nfally do ,c11,,n1 and

lili letal (estrny puri!y: teachinu; rendered
thc pn.vairni ,y-ttni ()I

ltti,tI1,nr, %%Me, -ncinty. (.01er. rivalry,' Nlany things
tynd tit teach children that )(we and knioaledt::c I (1,, tint licre
Inran the kiintyledt.tc, hut that tvhich 1 ha, calhal the, ;tri 1.jurdilv .01/L..,ht than
oarned by patient tyaititi,i; and i Lthunr. 1 he int()
hyileric htonntir m at:4.nd ty,
partiit- ;Ire 1.2-gri,v,t1 it du child k tint iniar 4111.ni: each rriative

r. Ltv.,urity.
l"r child hy pr,mann, vrrbal tvhicit
-h,011,1 dawn rd.:, a 1.,v,lati dn. lid:4hit mystery

cnntayt dr1110.vcrcd I,y \dial i. thu reliqinns
tvaching. ,tti,l tll thk trnd, tiitL' il ..rry itlya chtcking
prrmatitre t-nrin-ity and t,TC,iiitimillt that tvch 1, :11;ikc
parent, in thrty turn. an (,nr.
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Waiting
Oriental life differs from ours by being steeped in a curious

patient ;caitingws, which tends towards fatalism and indolence.
But when the Eastern patience is sharpened by contact with Western
bustle, it translates itself into lin exquisite chasteness, compared to
vIiu h our methods seem coarse uid. one might almost say, brutal.

The Oriental teacher keeps his theories, his system, his classification,
his knowledge, in the background, till the normal development of
the pupil's mind requires that they should be brought into use. For
instance, an English pupil learning a language from a inoonshie in
India is made to read an easy book; and to learn the declensions,
conjugations, and irregularities only as last as they occur in reading.
A method, apparently the sitme as this, is adopted by many European
teachers, and has been made the basis of certain systems, especially
the so-called 'Mastery system. But in these systems, the system-
atiser, or teacher, decided beforehand at what point the pupil shall
be told of an inflection; 1,vhereas the very essence of the Oriental
method that the teacher waits until the pupil's atte.ation is
attracted ,o the inflection by a difkrence in the look or sound of the
word front its look or smind in a previous sentence. .360.)

Withdrawal
The cultivation of the rnathentaticid imagination depends chief ly

on the dnitl being put into the right attitude towards mathematical
conceptions in his earliest years; and. after that, on the right use
being made of certain nodes in- critical points which occur here and
there in each branch ofmathematics. and which should be dealt with
in a quite dilkrent manner from the re!:t of the course. These form
the revelation crises of the pupil's niaOlematical history; when he
draws near one of these the human teacher should carefully withdraw his
i.Vluencc, and simply watch to see that no seriously Use impression
is being formed. Ilis object shwdd be to e.fface himself his books, and his

stem s; to draw aside a curutin from between the child and th,
process of (hiscovery, and to leave the young soul alone with pure
Truth. i9l9)
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Training and teaching
'lite chief reason why courtesy, reverence, and a certain kind of

docility are needful tOr those who would learn, is this: Truth is
never received into the human mind without an admixture of
conventions. of what may be called fictions. These fictions have
to be hitrodneed, wi'd. and then withdrawn. It would be impossible
to teach eveti so straightforward a sllbjeCI as mathematics without
the temporary use of statements which are not true to the nature of
things. The history ofa child who is learning mathematics, like that
of human thought, is very much a record of alternate buroduction
of convenient fictions and subsequent analysis of their true nature.
A class, like a public. tends at times to become groovy and mech-
anical: to mistake the accidental fOr the essential: to treat necessary
aids to learning a.; if they were actual truths: to lose sight of the
relative importance of various kinds of information, A class in
Botany tends to forget that classification and terminology are not

much part of the life of plants as circulation and fertilization; a
a class in Analytical Geometry forgets that the co-ordinates are no
part of a curve. just so. the reading public forgot. till Charles
Darwin woke it up, that intermittence is no necessary part of
Creative Actil)11 although it is convenient fo,. Ilian, lin purposes of
classification to inuiine a sonic.; of intermittent acts. .1 student
tends 14) Uch IrgCtildn(`. iii propol lion as he bccomes mechanical
in Ins work: the genius of a teacher is very much shown by the
manner in which he contrives to arouse the interest and correct the
errors of a class which is becoming to., mechanical.

Theorists in education somethnes imagine that a good teacher
should not allow the work of his class to become mechanical at all.
A year ,,r two of practical work in a school -especially with Exam-
inatioas looming ahead) cures one of all such delusions. Education

! only teaching, but also training. fraining implies that
w , become mechanical: /caching involves preventing much-

from reaching a &grey fatal to progress. We must there-
fore tdlow much of the actual work to be done in a mechanical
manner, without direct consciousness of vs meaning; an intelligent
teacher will occasionally rouse his pupils to lull consciousness of
what they aw doing: and if he can do so without producing con-
Insion, he may be complimented and hi:; class congratulated. 16B)

Edu,:ation means the educing of faculty. Children need many
things besides education; many things which can best be given
some of them can only he given--under a regime of orderly routine.

15
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Among these good things are discipline and training. But it would
bC. Will to remember that, during die time that these other good
things an, going on. education itill k pit goi:Ig on. Education proper
is given by rarc and episodical occurrences. \vItich give to those
dortmult fitculties which ari.,iip/inay; toulitte 1.1 holding 1/o:t0 and kciping
quiet opportuni!y and stimulus to start into active life.

Learning
In classical learning it is eminently desirable to secure that the

right iinpression shall be made from the first: that wrong impression
shall have as little time as possibh tit deepen themselves. Ve wish
the child's eve and (ar to become accth;tomed from the first to
welcome the right :mil reject the wrong: we do not wish him to
gain any habit of tolerating %%Tong impressiorn. If the ehild uses the
nominative \vhere he should use the accusative. and is not at Once
ct)rrected. that IS Si) utili ti) the bad foe his future progress; if he
cat, be got not to remember a time \Olen he used the word wrongly,
that is much n: the good. But in science there arc. there can be, no
absolutely right impresNionS: our minds are not big enough to grasp
any natural as a whole: everything depends upon drawing right
conclusions from combinations of impressions. each of which is in
itself inadequate and partially misleading; and if the pupil is to be
got into scientific mcdtods. that is what he !mkt be trained to do.
And in order that he may learn tel do it. it is sometimes necessary
that c;ieh ola succession lif.wrong' impressions should have tinie to
register iiself (in the brain and become part of its available stock.
Such a 7tatcnictit may naturally convey to the scholastic mind
trained in classical traditions an impression of disorderlines. but
it does not hnply disorder. lip-to-datent-Ns is the cause of disorder:
the haste, die greed to efface tupidly each partial hnpression. when
sve have nothing to substitute for it [nit sonic other impression
equally partial is not only unscientific but eminently disorderly.

The booliness of the method depends essentially on my not
making any statement as to the nature of the connection between
two groups of filets. 'I he method is to set brains vibrating with the
sinmItancous consciousness of two groups of facts. .free Iron aty
hamper.,from any opinions ar to the nature (I the connection betzueen the Iwo
groups. and start them investigating the nature of the connection,

, I l9:5)
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The centre of gravity
For the first twelve years ur so of a child's life it is impossible to

guess what class of emotions or ideas will appeal most strongly to
him later on. Therefore it is wiser to try to link the good habits
which are being formed with any motive which seems to sway him
specially; but rather to appeal to quite general ones: all the persons
about him, especially those with whom he lives, wish him to be
clean, punctual, polite, etc., and things will be made pleasant to
himself it he does as they wish. This vague combination of altruism
and egoism is a sufficient basis for the formation of character in
childhood. During the period of adolescence the motives which will
ultimately dominate begin to stir in the consciousness. Parents and
teachers too often make the mistake of imagining that it comes
within their fnnction to determine by what motives a pupil shall be
swayed. That question does not depend on any decision of theirs.
As well might a hatching hen decide that the eggs on which she is
sitting shall develop into partridges and not into ducks! What does
depend, to sonic extent, on the hen's action, is, whether the develop-
ment which is going on shall be full and harmonious or arrested and
impotent; whether the (lucks or partridges (,as the case may be)
shall have their limbs in good working order, or shall be lop-sided
and helpless to carry out their own purposes. "If you train up a
child in the way he should go, said an eminent psychologist of the
last generation, "when he is old he will not depart from it. If he
departs from the way in which you have tried to train him, it is
because you have tried to train him in a way which he should not
have gone, one in which Nature never intended him to go.''

This is now perfectly acknowledged by all psychologists worth
mentioning. They know quite well that the business of the teacher
is to found, on a basis of motives which exist. habits which will be
useful. The only correction of this fornmla which the present writer
would venture to suggest is an addition. Found habits which will be
useful on a basis of such among exist* inoti:.es as are likely to prove
permanent ; or, in other words: Build up good habits on a basis
within which falls the centre of gravity of the individual with whom
you are dealing.

Now what do we mean by the centre of gravity of a character?
In any given individual, it will be found that some motives

potent in phase A lose their hold in B; and some which arc potent
in B lose hold in A. Some desires and ambitions, which appeal
strongly to him in A. seem to him in B unworthy and trivial; and
some aspir.!ions which stir profound emotion in B are judged by the
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waking discrimination of A to be too refined, too subtle, too altru-
istic, for the present stage or existence. But there is probably always
a range of motives which appeal to the heart of the individual in
both phases. Let us picture the whole range of motives which
influence him in the A phase as represented by the left-hand circle
in the diagram, and the whole range which influence him in the B
phase as represented by the right-hand one; we shall think of
motives operative only in A as Y-Inotives. those operative only in B
as Z-motives, while X, the quwsitwn, will stand for the (-usually small)
range of motives which stir Ins deeper emotions during his dream-
moods, and yet are judged by his waking discrimination to be
practical; and which are therefore able to stimulate him !Kith to
strenuous effort and to steady self-restraint. Within X lies the true
centre of gravity of the individual's heart and conscience: "the
soul that makes hint one from first to last."

Habits formed while motives X are present to the mind are
unlikely to collapse under any stress and strain of life, or even in the
conditions respectively known as 'absence of mind' and as 'temp-
orary i nsan i t y.'

ft must be observed that the permanent modve is not always
one predominantly present to consciousness. It is revealed rather
by the quality of the individual's interest in other things than by his
conscious interest in that thing. A girl may seem at one time devoted
to music or some art, at another to philosophy or literature; but
always under the dominant influence of some teacher, and stirnu-
!ate(' by his approval. The desire for human approval is in tins case
likely to be a more permanent motive than either art or philosophy.
Or a girl may be absorbed at one time in the study of music; at
another time of history or literature; and what her soul is seeking
through its various phases may be the Law of rhythmic beats of the
Unseen. In such a case. the motive which may be relied on as a
basis fbr ethical habit is the belief in the retaliations brought about
by the recoil-power of destiny. A young person may seem at one
time intensely pious, at another painfully worldly; the motive all
through may be an artistic sentiment, which causes the imagination
to be fascinated, at one time by the 'beauty of holiness,' at another
by some artistic quality perceived in social life; the power to trust to,
in such a case, is neither the influence of the Church nor that of the
world, but the desire for the outward expression of harmonious Law.

It must be remembered that we are treating here of the choice,
not of a professional career for the future man or woman, but of
a basis for the formation of habits. Thc bread-winning profession
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of an individual should be of such a kind that he can be interested
in it, but can also escape entirely from the thought of ir when off-
duty. The basis of ethical habit, on the contrary, should be some
sentiment from which the individual never escapes; which is about
his path and about his bed; something for the sake or which he is
willing to work and the thought of which makes it easy to rest;
which gives to life a meaning, and robs death of its sting.

In no cases, perhaps, can the subject of educational disappoint-
ment be studied more easily or with more profit than in those of
little girls who show an early taste for what are called domestic
pursuits: needlework, dusting, and the arrangement of the table of
the room. Such precocious little housewives often become, in later
life, the most hopelessly and helplessly undomesticated women.
The reason of the failure would seem to be this: The mother
assumes that her intelligent little helper has 'domesticated tastes';
whereas the child's orderly activity is probably doe to its being, at a
very early age, the only outlet fOr some nascent passion, either the
love of approval, or the general instinct of kindness, or the desire to
help whoever is greater and cleverer than herself. A little girl may
be phenomenally clever at darning lather's socks as long as father
is the dominant influence of her life, and darning socks the only
thing she call do for hiut. If she finds out too early that she can help
him, or some indulgent uncle, by copying MSS.. it is much to be
feared that the needle will --)rove to be not her true vocation after
all, unless special pains are taken to cultivate the taste for some
years. As soon as the child goes to school, domestic work finds
itself perhaps in violent conflict with the ruling passion; and the
taste for it crumbles like a snapped 'Rupert's drop,' never to be
restored. Domesticated tastes, in a woman, are the normal result of
household work having been an outlet for the expression of X-motive
between the ages of twelve and eighteen.

The question miturally occurs: how can parents and teachers
find the centre of gravity of a young ii&;, how discover the ulti-
mately dominant tnotive? Very often they cannot do so: perhaps
it is not best to probe in the matter too curiously. The important
thing is that they should realise that there is a centre of gravity to
each young life; and that it lies in the region where apparently
conflicting passions mntually overlap. They will then try to link the
habits most important to form, not with the passion which seems
strongest at any given time, but with the greatest possible variety of
motives, in the hope that the good habit will link itself' with the
quality of feeling. whatever that may be, which underlies all the
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various apparent motives.
In this matter, as in many others, the fact which it is most import-

ant for ns to know is that of our own ignorance. We cannot knt)w
what is the centre of gravity of a young nature: let us then not act
as if we knew. We know only that it lies at the meeting point of the
character's extremes.

'The power in which we nntst put our trust is not tan own strength,
but the Force which is given off where conflicting elements meet.
Our Deliverer is not any eidolon which we have fashioned with the
hands of our imagination, but the Unity who reveal; I limself in the
union of apparent opposites. 1390.,

Hindrances to reform
Professor Perry has been raising a storm round the fact that

students ofengineering and electricity cannot use their mathematical
knowledge to facilitate their study ()Urea! forces to anything like the
extent which they would do if their knowledge of so much arith-
metic or other mathematics as they have learned were real and
vital. This has caused a revival of interest in a question which has
been almost entirely ignored in England for a generation or two,
though sixty years ago it received the earnest attention of some of
OW most learned scientific 111(11: viz., fl'hal are the conditions which
jem.Hur a tilal I.nowlalge oJ malhematies.) It may surprise some readers
to he told that those conditions are almost entirely moral and
spiritual, rather than intellectual: but such has always been the
verdict of the deepest students. Quite lately a teacher called on me
to compare notes with me on the subject. I knew nothing of his
views. We found ourelves in entire agreement on three capital
points:
I. The great hindrance to the viudization of arithmetic teaching

in past ages as the desire of the clergy to prevent any develop-
ment of logical faculty which might lead the masses to doubt
the evidence brought forward by them in favour of religions
doginas.

2. One great hindrance Mat, is the desire of the classes in possession
of the country's wealth to give themselves the emotional luxury
of imagining themselves Christians. while retaining their hold
on physical luxury in a world where the poor arc starving.

3. Only dead mathematics can be taught where the attitude of
competition prevails: living mathematics must always he a comm-
unal possession. (1009)
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On competition
Children have a right also to a share in that still highcr and

purer delight, self-effacing communal Research. The opportunity
fitr it should be provided in school. For if taken, under judicious
supervision, by a group approximately equal in age and attain-
ments, it is harmless and invigorating in itself, and the rhythmic
heat between Altruism and Competition can be properly set up.
Whereas, it* the work of School and College is too prosaically and
continuously competitive, the more promising pupils are often
tempted to throw themselves eagerly into some group of adult
thinkers, who overstrain and overstinntlate in them the desire for
communal self-efracenwnt. Tlwn comes the necessity for taking up
the life of bread-winning; tlw desire for worldly-success reasserts
itself. The consequences of this violent return to the worldly life,
after too long a spell of Port-Royztl-like Altruism. are not unfre-
quently disastrous to both moral stamina and intellectual power.
It will be found a good rule to make all work which is properly
intellectual, all which involves serious draught, either individual or
communal; ttnd to reverse competition for those portions of tittle
which are devoted to the acquiring of skill, accuracy, and speed, by
practice in what the pupik already mulerstand perfectly. The
stimulus of competition, when applied at an early age to real
thmight-processes, k injurious both to nerve-power and to scientific
iikight. (892)

Group work
The method is essentially communal not competitive. Hardly

ever are there two children working tm quite the same probkm;
theretbre there can be no compethion as to who i.t.nswered best or
quickest. At the end of the lesson, the whole class are in possession

some information which no menilwr of it possessed before. It is
not smnothing tokl them by the teacher; it is often quite new to the
teacher herself The skill of the teacher is shown, not by the know-
ledge which she imparts, but by the znanner in which she utilises the
thinking power of the children fbr the purpose of finding out what
slic does not yet know. (1196)

The idea of testing woman's fitness for a true womanly life by
competitive examination is not quite a modern one. King Lear
tried it. (267)
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Two elements in teaching
Suppose I am teaching, say, the process of multiplication. There

are two things which the pupils can get out of my instruction: (A)
skill in performing the operation of multiplication itself; and (B)
a little of the power to find out fOr themselves how to do other
arithmetical operations. Every process that I teach ought to be so
taught as to add something to the pupil's chance of some day
making out rule for himself without the aid of a teacher.

If we add together all the A's of a child's arithmetical career,
they constitute what I called, in a flirmer article, the body of his
arithmetical knowledge; if we sum up the ifs, they constitute what
is called its life. The sunt of the combined A elements constitutes the
ability to reckon the bulk or munber of dead material and to keep
accounts according to any system chosen by an employer. The
sum of the B elements gives the extra power of bringing one's
knowledge to bear in thrrning a sou.nd judgment on problems
connected with living threese.g.. on the probable behaviour of a
charge of electricity limier certain conditions, or the probable
honesty and stability of' a certain commercial enterprise.

Now the A element in any mathematical lesson can be imparted
while the class is alert and eager; the 13 element cannot be hnparted
except under the peculiar condition called by some mystic writers
'Silence in the soul' awaiting limiter Light.

The two slates, the alert and the passive, alternate in any good
educational re.gime ; the alert phases being very much the longest,
the passively recipient ones short but quite undisturbed.

But under stress of competition the passive mystic phases of study
are being eniwded out, 'Ube reason is that England is so saturated
with the spirit of advertisement that, in any given connnittee, the
majority an. almost sure to be against the teaching of anything Ihr
which there is nothing to show at the nevt .hrthiwning examination.
(1012)

On wholeness
13111 110 intellectual culture is possible without some monistic

action of the mind: teachers therefOre interrupt A action every now
and then to insist that pupils shall set up irregular short scraps of B
action in the nnddle of A action. "Think. children, think, what
does this remind you of?'' "Don't you see that . . . They expect
to receive immediate answers to questions sprung on the class in
the middle of work: questions of a kind which should have been
asked onlv at the end of the class, and left to be thought out at
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leisure and answered on some future dav. This of course tends to
weaken and disorganis the faculties of comparison and the grasp
of general principles in the majority of pupils. But there are always
a few 'naturally protected' nomists in each generation whom
teachers may to sonic extent harden and make in?Ilicient, but
cannot turn aside fiDin their true function. Some of these become
what arc called philosophers: men who spend their lives in writing
ponderous books to prove simple truths which ought to occur
naturally to everybody. These men present to the outer consciousness
of their readers and hearers ideas which shonld never come into
consciousness except as the latter is intOrmed by the unconscious or
inner mind. The path of such a teacher is often marked by a broad
track of nervous and moral wreckage: a phenomenon Nch ich seems
to astonish many persons, but which appears to ine as little to be
wondered at as the digestion wreckage which would follow in the
wake of a physician who should insist on reeding Ins patients with
ready-made chyle. Few things are more important to mental health
than that emit individual Nh old d be able to generate within himself
as much monistic philosophy as he is ready for. and should have the
instinct to avoid absorbing any mon than he is tit for. .1002)

The majority of teachers try. as I .have said. to keep their pupils
out or normal monistic phases, to an extent not sanctioned by ato,..
great psychologist. All sorts of excuses are made tOr this: the need to
use up time in learning to know the outside world: the examinations
looming ahead; pressure of competition. etc.. etc. These excuses
seem genuine, until one notices that the manner in which the
practice of average educational practitioners differs from that of
great educational authorities is reflected in other regions where no
such motives can possibly have any sway. For instance, in a large
lunatic asylum where I have stayed on visits, the'doctors and nurses
seemed to Inc as kind and conscientiotts a set of people as I ever saw;
but, thinking of their conduct in the light of certain admitted
principles of medical psychology, I often fOund myself wondering
whether they or the patients were the more insane. (1001)

X and not-X
It seems to me that most discussions about Education are vitiated

by one great flaw; Educationalists seldom recognise the proper
inter-play of the two actions. They know that a child must be
taught to see clearly the difference between sonic things; and they
know that he must be taught to see the Unity between some other
things; but they do not, in fact they dare not, realise that the process
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ol'siumd thinking consists. emphatically, in seeing Unity where one
lias already perceived contrast. It is simply a farcenow that we
know the law of reasoning organ to dign4 anything with
the name of Education which does not provide constant opportun-
ities fir the human ren.wn to say ".l plus not-% Corm a Unity": and
that about sonie x which the mere human perception has seen
sharply contrasted with the not-x.

There is not the least practical difficulty in doing this. There is no
reason why any intelligent man or woman should not learn, in a
week, enough to make the test-equation of the thinking organ the
norm of his or her business: as a teacher, or as a sick-nurse in cases
where the nerves are disturbed; or for the judging of- the precise
amount and kind of delusion a patient may be suffering from. The
only difficulty now in dic way of its quite general use, consists in the
fact that it leads to consequences starding to good people who
claim that right to firm judgments about things they haven't
studied and don't understand. Many a teacher has begun to get a
glimpse of what the Law really is; and shrunk back not daring to
look any longer, knowing that, if he does, he must soon find himself
doing things that will put him in conflict, not only with the Exam-
iner, but. what is much worse, with that rampant Philistinism
which goes about chucking to its breast a bundle of' mutually
contradictory opinions, which it persists in considering as sacred
axioms, apparently under the itnpression that cut-and-dried false-
hoods become a living moral sense, if one only hugs them close
enough to one's heart. The Examiner is made the excuse for much
dishonesty in teachers, for which he is in no way responsible. (568)

On circular 711
It may be right in regard to merely political matters to let the

various parties do their worst, and quietly to mind one's own
business; but it cannot be the duty of any mother, with a child at
school, to be content with going through her domestic avocations,
and to leave her child exposed. without special help, to a method
of teaching which may. and in many cases will, leave the child
capable of thinking any foolishness right, and with no power of
correcting and controlling the natural flow of ideas which is the
normal birthright of the young. After this specific warning, our
readers who are fathers and mothers of children at school must
blame only themselves if hi ten years from now they find these same
children growing into manhood and womanhood with their minds
incapable of understanding the eternal verities. (1461)
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Pre-mathematics
Of arithmetic and algebra I shall say little here, as they are

treated in another chapter. Only one point I will lay stress on. Many
a life of intellectual muddle and intellectual dishonesty begins at
the point where some teacher explains the rnle for Greatest Common
Measure to a child who has not had the prz.per basis of sub-con-
scious knowledge laid in actual experiences. Therefore, if you value
your child's future clearness in science, trust no teacher to tell him
anything about G.C.M. or L.C.M. till you have ascertained that
he is able to find, easily and accurately, by means of compasses, the
longest length that will repeat exactly into each of two unequal
given lengths, and the shortest length into which each of two given
unequal lengths will fit.

We now come to the subject of geometry, the condition of which
affords, it seems to me, a standing warning against directing
educational care too exclusively to the conscious mind, and neg-
lecting to provide food for unconscious mental action.

There seems to be evidence that in ancient times all people in
good society were expected to know simple truths about geonwtric
forms in the smile way as we all know simple facts in natural history.
The elementary properties of the triangle. parallelogram, circle,
ellipse, and spiral seem to have been familiar to ordinary people.
They were not exycted to know much about geometry, but they
were expected to 1 .,ave and to use ordinary faculties of observation
on facts within e, .et y one's reach. Euclid, was in his day, a sort of
Darwin of geomt :ry. I le wrote not a geometry for beginners, but a
book about the logical concatenation of geometric facts for men
already geometers; just as our Darwin wrote a book about the
concatenation of biologic forms for people already biologists, to the
extent at least of knowing that horses prance and dogs bark and
wag tails; that worms creep and birds fly; that some flowers have
scent; that sonic fruits are sweet and others are sour.

Euclid's book was a type and model of all that a good book on
logical concatenation should be. The use which was made of it till
lately is the type and model of how such a book should not be used.
Teachers assumed that the excellence of the book gave them the
right to use it in defiance of all the laws of psychology. The result
of such misuse is aiways the satin!: loss (1. natural imtinct. Textbooks
are written expressly on purpose to infbrin the consciousness. A good
textbook should explain everything step by step, and should assume
nothing which it does not actually state. Euclid does this in per-
fection. He wrote, as I have said, for men lbr whom the words
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triangle, circle, parallelogram were already charged with associ-
ations; and he gave definitions intended lOr the purpose. not of
telling something fresh. but of clearing up and settling conceptions
which were hax.y front long familiarity. . .

Now when it became eummiary to give to boys of ten or twelve
what Euclid wrote for grown men. that was not far wrong; boys now
call quite well assimilate what was gr()wn-up food two thousand
years agu. But ii children (if twelve are to learn %vhat Euclid wrote
for advanced men. children of three should be acquiring the suit-
conscious physical experiences which lads in Greece picked up in
tht! cotirw of nature aml by the accidental help of architecture and
statuary. Tlik precaution our grandfathers entirely omitted. The
effect was somewhat similar to that which would be produced if it
ever became the fashion to make children learn theoretic natural
history from books illustrated by flat diagrams, belbre allowing
them to see any real animal or plant. Europe has lost geometric inst;,-:d
aml the habit ,!f geometric obser.ation. All of us at this time are in a
condition of artificially paralysed geometric faculty; and now the
aim ilnd studv ()f all trur mathematicians is to restorr the vitality
of geolneti-ic instinct. . .

Lastly----and this is probably the most important preparation for
future living comprehension of mathematical ideasthen is the
cultivation of tilt geometric imagination. ..1.1 the same age at which
the child begins to reahze that a tadpole grows int.) a crog, a buy
into a man, a seedling into a flowering plant, 1).t hill.. have the
opportunity of watching also lu.w one geometrie,_11 1). pr-;-orlil grows
out of, or flows into. another. A common night-light placed in the
bottom of a deep round jar in a et ),-k room throws on a sheet of
cardboard held over it patterns of conic-sections. which pass into
each other as you change the position of die cardboard. ( .hildren
very early learn to love watching figures thrown in light; and there
is no age at which this amusement can hurt them. provided that the
motion is slow, and that no one excites them by trying to explain
things. A variety of other methods for training the grometrie
imagination at a later stage will bc dealt with in a future chapter.
904)
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Lesson on equivalence
12 buttons are a dozen. 12 pence are a shilling
Are those statements true?
Are they both true?
Are they always true?
Are they true in the sante sense?
Let tts see.
Suppose you go into a shop and say: "I want a dozen of those

buttons, please," and a friend says: "And I will take twelve of the
sante buuons, please." do your two purchases look alike? Would the
two lots weigh the same? Would the owiter ()Ione of the lots be any
the worse or the better ofr if the parcels were changed by accident ?
If the twelve buttons were sewn to your coat, would any one know
that they were not the dozen? If we wanted to play a game with
twelve counters and had no proper counters, we might use the
twelve buttons for counters; would the dozen do instead? Yes, just
as well. The dozen is twelve, and twelve is a dozen; and for every
purpose Ibr whkh one could he used, the other would do just as well.

You say twelve pence are a shilling. Do they look like a shilling?
Are they the same colour. size, weight ? If I wanted things to use
instead of counters. I might use twelve pennies: would a shilling do
instead? No. Sometimes in cooking. if we have not small weights,
we use a coin as a weight : w might be told in a cookery book to
take the weight of a sixpence or shilling of carbonate of soda or of
some spice. Ilow would it be if we used twelve pence instead?

Twelve pence are not a shilling, not in any way like a shilling.
Why do you say they arc a shilling? They are of the same value.
Value of what ? Not for counters, nor for weighing things.

Twelve pence are of the sanw value as a shilling when we want to
bily things. Yes, now we have it right: :welvc pence are not a
shilling, and cannot be used instead or a shilling for any real use of
the things themselves. lint the chief purpos(' of coins is to exchange
for other 'Wings: and,for that pwpose twelve pence arc of the same
value as a shilling . . 827)
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Lesson on numeration
What is this 1 ? And this, 2 ? And this, 3? (..and so on), and this, 9?
Now I want to write ten: how shall I do it ?
Put I and 0.
But what has ten done to be different from the rest ?
kVhy should it have two signs instead of one like its neighbours?

and why does it take signs belonging to its neighbours, instead of
having one of its own?

Did ten ask to have two signs? Did it %visit to have two? No;
then why do we give it two?

once asked a young friend of mine why he did something in his
sum; and he answered: "My reason is that I was told to do it at
school; but I know I ought to have another reason, and I know I
haven't." I thought that was a sensible answer. It applied to most
things in arithmetic . . (818)

Lesson on zero
Shut eyes, etc. Make a mind-picture:- Me lifting the chalk to the

black-board. I make one stroke and then put my hand down. I do
;his action three times; how many strokes will be on the board?
If, instead of making one stroke on the board. I made two and put
mv hand down; how many strokes would be on the board when I
had done the action once? Twice? Tlwee times? Four times? Before
I had done it at all?

Open eyes, sit up. Shut eyes. ctc. i fake a mind picture:- A clean
black-board. me holding the chalk and then putting it down,
without touching the board; what would be on the board ? Nothing.
Now make another picture:- ,Nle making a stroke. Now I rub the
stroke out. What is on the board that you now see in your mind?
Nothing. So ill do nothing, or if I make a stroke and rub it out, the
result is the same as tar as the board is concerned. kVere the two
ways of getting it the same? No.

That was a mind-picture black-board. Now open eyes and look
at the real one. I lere is a quite clean board: I make a stroke; I rub
it out. Is it really quite as clean as when it has bf en cleaned on
purpose for class? No. What do ion see on it ? A smudge.

Suppose I lifted the chalk to the board, and made a dot and no
stroke at all: how many strokes would be on the board when I
had done the action three times? Four times? Six times? Nine
times? Once? Before it had done it? . (8.19)
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Lesson on triangles
At Prop. XLVII (Pythagoras' theorem) it becomes even more

important that the lesson should be as little as possible connected
with instruction from a human teacher. It is, or should be, one of
the most momentous crises of the mental life.

'The question is posed thus: "You know that ally two sides of a
triangle are greater than the third side. How niuch greater depends,
you know, on the angle between the two. Now suppose we leave
out of reckoning all triangles except those which have a right
angle. Is there any way in which we could know the length of the
hypotenuse by knowing the lengths of the other sides?"

The child is left to grope and fumble over that question for a
short time every dayfor perhaps a week; so as to get the sense of
impossibility, of helplessness, 1,vell worked into his consciousness;
because it is important that he should get an idea of the true
relation of mathematical method to the sense of helplessness generated
by the limitation of direct human faculty. You then tell him to
make a right angle by placing three of his square counters or
blocks that go to make that. 11e will find that he needs five. He will
then perhaps suspect that the law of the relation is contained in
some idea of sequence of numbers. Let Ifim then try four, five and
six; he will find that six does not make the hypotenuse long enough.
After trying various measurements for some days, you again tell
him to make the triangle whose sides are three and four and the
hypotenuse five. Tell lfim then to build up the complete square on
each side. hen tell him to count the blocks in each of his squares.
Then tell him to add together the numbers of blocks in the two
small squares. And then, if you can, have the tact and wisdom to
be silent and let him think. Say no more of geometry that day.
Next day let him build the hollow triangle and solid squares of 3,
4, 5 again. 'Illen other right-angled triangles, such as those with
sides 3, 12, 13; 8, 15, 17; etc. Use no unnecessary words. (928)

Lesson on toads
A teacher took a class of little children into the wood, caught a

toad and put 111111 into dici middle of the group, saying: "Our
lesson today is to be about tcads. But I know nothing about toads;
someone else will give you the lesson."

One child said: "I suppose God will give us the lesson." Another
interposed: "I think the toad will." (1307)
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Lesson on infinity
Let us-go over the ground again. Suppo .re is a cake on the

table. HOw many children can go through room without. the
cake being all eaten up?

Well, that depends on two things: the size of the cake, and the
share which each child eats. If the cake weighs two pounds, and
each child eats two ounces, it will be all eaten up when sixteen
children have gone through the room. If the cake weighs only one
pound, it will be eaten up when eight children have gone through
the room. But if each child eats only one ounce, then again sixteen
children will have to go through the room before the cake is eaten
up, and so on. Many questions could be asked, all depending on
the size of the cake and the size of each child's share.

All this time you are tied to an hypothesis that the children eat
cake (more or less).

But now suppose we are freed from that hypothesis. Suppose no
cake is given to the children. How many can pass through the room
before it is all eaten up?

The answer to that is: "An infinite number." Infinity does not
mean any particular number, or a very large number. It means a
loosened chain, a discarded hypothesis, escape from the rule we
were working under. Something else, not the size of the cake
determines the number of.children. Infinity does not mean that
there are enough children in the world now to go on passing through
the roomfor ever, but that the number of children who pass through
the room, now that the share of each child is 0 (zero), will have to
be determined by the number of children that there are in the
school, or the parish, or whatever it is that the children are supposed
to come from; and not by the size of the cake. The size of the cake no
longer has anything to do with answering the question: "Flow
many children can pass through the room before the cake is all
eaten?" (1258)

Lesson on curves
Try to fancy that this black-board is a field. It has a brick wall

all round it, with no opening except at A, where there is a gate.
At Z there is a rabbit hole. A rabbit came out into the field at

Z and wandered about till he came to here (write the figure 1 where
he found something he liked to eat. After a little while, a dog came
in at the gate A; the rabbit caught sight of him, and directly
afterwards the dog caught sight of the rabbit. Now let us try if we
can make out what happened. First we must try to think what the
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animals would each like to have happen; the rabbit saw the dog
first; what do you think he wished 'Fo get away. Perhaps his
first idea is to run straight away from the dog. But he can't; the
wall prevents him. What will he do next?

Now tell me, what do all these lines represent? 'the line I to Z
represents the path which the rabbit would like to go along in one
jump, and does take in eighteen jumps. The lines A 1, B 2, C 3,
and all the other straight lines, each represent a line that the dog
at some moment wished to jump along; he jumped along a bit of
one, and then changed his mind and jumped a bit of the next, and
so on. We drew all those straight lines; you saw me draw them by
the ruler, did you not ?

But here is a curved line A to Z. Who drew that? I drew no line
except straight ones by the ruler. Look at it well. Make sure that
you see it and all the lines on the black-board.

Now sit slack, shut eyes, and think what the curved line is and
how it came. Open eyes and sit up. What is the curved line? The
path which the dog really ran, when at each step Ire meant only
to go down some straight line. (863)

Yon are going to Iwgin learning akout curves. It will help you
to keep out of many muddles, if you will try to remember that,
when you see a curve in a book or on paprr, it represents some real
form or movement; or something more or less like a real form or
movement. It may be simpler than the real path or shape; but it
is only simpler.; it is really more or less like something meant to be
real.

But when you sec straight lines, they are seldom meant for
anything real. A straight line represents either a path that one
force alone would have taken something along if no other force had
interfered; or else it is just put in for convenience, to measure by.
You have perhaps seen tailors' fashion boo,,s with directions for
taking measures. You see a picture of a nian with a coat on, and
straight lines drawn across the shoulders or bust. You would be
dreadfully puzzled if you thought of those lines as parts of the
picture; because no coat has lines across the shoulders or bust;
but you know they are meant, not for seams in the coat, but for a
measuring-tape supposed to Inc stretched across the man in order
to measure the width of Ins coat. I have known children puzzled
out of their wits, and never able to understand their Geometry for
years of their sehooltime, because they mistook straight lines for
real parts ,Y:;oine curved thing. (870)
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Curve stitching
The use of the single sewing cards is to provide children in the

kindergarten with the means of finding out the exact nature of the
relation lwtwecti one dimension and two.

'There is another set of sewing cards %vhich is made by layilig two
cards side by side on the table and pasting a tape over the crack
hetween them. This tape forms a hinge. You can lay one eard flat
and stand the other edgeways upright, and lace patterns between
them from one to the others.

The use of this part of the method is to provide girls in the
higher fbrms with a means of learning the relation between two
dimensions anti three.

There is another set of models, the use of which is to provide
people who have left school with a means of learning die relation
between three dimensions and four.

The use of the books which are signed George Boole or Mary
Everest Boole is to provide reasonable people, who have learned
the logic or algebra conscientiously, with a means (If teaching
themselves the relations between n dimensions and n 1- I dimen-
sions. whatever number n may be. 12.17)

Tlw beauty of some of the designs is unquestionable; and there
can be no second opinion about the valne oldie method, as training,
from die point or view or grometry as well as from that of art. What
is not quite SC) obvious at first sight is its bearing on the training or
the unconscious mind for science. Without the slightest intellectual
strain it puts the children through that nominal sequence of orderly
attention to classification and detail. interspersed with nodal
pnints of synthesis, which may lw called the very breathing-rhydnu
of the scientific discoverer.

l3ut to make this exercise of any use there must he no copying
from diagrams; the value of it depends on the child evoking a
curve, watching it growing, under his fingers, from mere obedience
to a law. ,.906)

I have seen in print disparaging comments on play-methods of
introducing children to arithmetical ideas. Such criticisms seem to
be fbunded on an erroneous assumpdon that the play-methods are
intended to teach something about aridnnetical procedure, for
which purpose they are, as the critics perceive, ludicrously inade-
quate. But these methods have no relation to the teaching of
anything: their use is to give to the infant brain a start on a line of
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developownt such that, in ifter years. when die intellectual teaching
begins, it will be capable of receiving that teaching. I should b
reluctant to insist on any opinitm contrary to that of mmv ex-
perienced teachers than myself, in any matter about :chick Mev hace
tlu. experience. But the majority of professio;:al te;whers, at present.
on their own ecmfession, have no idea on what d:pends the recep-
tivity of the child when the teaching age f n the suhject has begun.
Parents also arc still so unawake to thii that they co:rinse prepara-
tion for a subject with premature leaching of the sulject; and do
great harm by such premature teaching. Many teachers strongly
deprecate amateurish attempts to instruct ehddren before the
proper time; and in this I entirely agree with them. .\ concrete
instance may help to make clear in what preparatioo for a subject
consists. In toy young da),:: cards of different hapcs were sold in
pairs, in fancy shops. for making needle-book and ;)i:1-ewhions,
The cards were intended to he painted on; and there wa: a row of
holes round the edge by which twin cards were to I, kgether,
As I could not paint, it got itsellsomehow suggesH11 a a.. that I

might ch'corate the card, by lacing ifk thidc.it ii ro-;; the
spaces by meatr; of the hole.. When I was tir-d ci c iacing that
the threa& crossed in du.' centre and covered the whole card, it
occurred to me to vary tlw amusement by pa Litz' ;Ailfad froin
cad] hok no one 11(4 exactly opposite to it. thir leavng a space in
the middle. I can feel now ill,' delight ,xith winch I discovered that
the little blank space so left in the middlv of the card was bounded
by a symmetrical curve made tip of a tiny bit of each of toy straight
silk lines; that its shape depended upon. without heing the same as,
the outline of the card, and that I could modity it hy altering the
distance of the down-stitch front the tip-stitch immediately pre-
ceding. As the practical art of s,wing perforated card \vas already
quite familiar to nm, my brain wa:: free to receive as a seed the
discovery I had made., and to let it grow naturally: all the more
because no one spoke to me then of tangents. or tried to teach toe
any algebraic geometry, till ;telit.' years had elap..cd. Therefire,
when I did begM to learn artificially a'smt tangents, :11, teacher
was not ol.,liged to put (:uttings into raw soil: he found rcadY a good
strong wild stock of living interest in the relation bet..vecti a cur.('
awl the straight hoes which generate it, on to which h was able
to graft the new knowledge. The tc ;niter camr. not a; an outsider
thrusting on me the knowledge of somethitig unlamiliar and
strange; but as a brother-seer more advanced than ne..,e11, who
could show me how to make further progr:.ss on a path which 1
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had already entered with delight. On such accidents as this of' mv
card-sewing depends, I dUnk. 11111(.11 or di., special receptivities
for certain subjects, quite distinct from great power, which puzzle
psychologists. When we understand better how they originate,
they will no longer depend (HI accident. and we sh,d1 more often
be able to produce them at vill. lint let me repeat once more: the
receptivity cannot be generated by early teaching of a subject
mi:ced up with the use or its appropriate technical machinery;
but only by suggesting the new ideas by means of objects already
familiar to the child's eye and touch, or of processes become habitual
.and automatic by nse in connexion with a familiar idea. Unless
this and a few other principles of normal sequence, admitted hy
all medical psychologists. are incorporated into the basis of our
educational system, it is to be feared tltat more improved "methods"
will increase the danger of abnormal sequences, an(1 will turn out
to be improved methods of injuring nerve-stamina, intellectual
grasp, and moral stability. (.911)

Mind pictures
'The pauses of sitting with slack muscles and taking slow quiet

breaths, to make mind-pictures. is not hitemled to supersede the
usual permitted "intervals between lessons: they are an integral
part of the Logic lesson itself. They. a. well as die rest or the scheme
here suggested, tbrm, it is believed, the first attempt to adapt to
elementary education here the magnificent method of study des-
cribed in Gratry's Logique. A certain element of normal mental life,
essential to sound intellectual development, and which can only be
received during suspension of the active perceptions of intellect, is
being driven out by modern educational grind. Tins tends to
produce a sort of mental and moral rickets. analogous to the physical
disease induced by a diet deficient itt the bone-limning clement.
Teachers who have studied Int): sort of medical psychology bitterly
lament that the requirements of existing systems three them to
inflict this grievous wrong upon the rising generation. In the
present volume, au attempt is made to re-introduce at least a small
share or the skeleton-forming elements of mental life. in a manner
which does not necessitate disturbing existing arrangements. The
author has been kindly assisted in this matter by Mrs. Archer.

English children have now to be taught to relax, to breathe, to
see. It is probable that the cultivated art of relaxation will ultimately
prove more. satisfactory than the mere following of natural impulse
to relax. (813)
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The cultivation of the mathematical imagination should no ludo
not only its development but its orderly and Nystenhutic exercise.
A child is too often wade to pass from a particular case which
suggests a law to other particular cases NOliCh require an application
or it, without a sufficient amount of intermediate drill in analysis
of the law and in tracing out its results exh:rustively. Between the
tiwe when a child handles an actual cube, cuts sections, ete,, 111(1

the time when he comes. among his ordinary geometrical exercises,
to problems requiring Into to draw the elevation of a rube cm iii
some particular way, there is a periad when Ite finds it useful, and
very delightful, to gu through a set ur processes in imagination and
to express them in his own words. -I think or a eulw. I think of
slicing it, beginning at une angle. I get a ptiint, dull a little tri-
angle, then bigger triangles. The carriers are cut aff, making a
hexagon with unequal sides. The odd sides increase-, the hexagon
110W has ull its sides equal. The sides which were longer before are
now shorter than the others. They disappear and the hexagon has
become a triangle again. lint with it; angles in the other directions.
The triangle becomes smaller and smaller, It becomes a point. It
disappears.- ,,029.

Thin is enough for today. Sit slack, shut %our twos . tind rest
betare you g;) to the next class. I ant going to give you two mind-
pictures:

A little boy was so excited about going to a treat that he would
keep talking :Wont it, and would not tie his shoe-laces properly.
On the way downstairs Ins lace came untied; he stepped on it and
fell and sprained his ankle, so he could not go to the treat alter all.

A servant was asked to get some children dressed to go out. She
got them tidy, and their boots nicely cleaned and tied on; the
elnldren impatient because they were in a hurry to go out;
but they knew they could not go till they were dressed, so they were
good and quiet. When they were ready, tlwy thought they were to
go, But the nurse grumbled and said: -Now you are dressed and
all tidy and clean, I don't want you to go out, for fear you should
Rumble your hair or get your boots (lirty. I was told to dress you,
and I have dressed you: that was the nnportant thing: that was my
real duty. Going out is all nonsense. Sit still all the afternoon, and
look at your nice clean boots."

Try to fancy how these children would feel, and what they would
think. Try for a minute or two to fancy yourselves in the place of
those children, and to think what you would feel like c932).
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The spiral
The Spiral has many fbrms. Perhaps the subtlest and most

profoundly instructive is that traced by whirling wind in the dust
of the road. Another is the path f a planet in space. One of the
most important is the serpent; the old symbol of wickedness, and of
wisdom, of disease and of its cure.

The modern student will better understand what the serpent
meant to the ancients if he \yid first familiarise himself with other
forms of spiral more accessible in civilised life. The simplest, the
best to begin studying with, is the ordinary spiral wire. Let the
student when he has half an hour to spare fetch the corkscrew.

If, having read so far, he smiles superior, imagining that no
spiritual instruction can possibly be got out of so humble a domestic
implement, he has still a good deal to learn before he can know the
elements of the science of notation. The true student will think it
\veil worth while to spend a dreamy half horn in finding out whether
there is or is not anything to be learned from a corkscrew.

Stand the corkscrew up on end on the table; settle into a com-
fortable position, take a few long, easy breaths, and look at the
screw, with the bodily eyes half-closed, arid those or the imagination
wide-open.

Imagine the screw prolonged to reach the ceiling. Imagine a
crowd of microscopic creatures creeping up the screw. 'Filci r
destiny is to rise from the table towards the ceiling. They have no
road along which to ascend, except by the screw wire; and no
consciousness of motion except in horizontal direction; e.g. they
can recognise north, south, east, west. north-east, etc., hut are not
conscious of 'tip' or 'down'. The inspired among them know
however, that along the wire is their true destiny; the ceiling
exerts a magnetism on them all. \vhich the inspired among them
feel, and which they know to be prophetic.

\1 hat next ? Nothing much. Imagine the discussions that \vould
take place: Is the true direction of progress north, south, east or
west ? Is there no such thing as right or wrong? Surely we artist
draw the line somewhere? If going north was right yesterday,
going south cannot be right today ? Why can we not be consistent.
Why not cf.:Tide, once for all, in what direction we mean to go? 11'
our fathers 1bund out twenty years ago, that going east was wrong,
!,tirely it cannot be right lbr us to go east now ? And so on and so on.
Only those ean truly interpret the Present who understand the
doubts and difli; tildes of the because they have consciously
felt the magnctkm of the Future. !:1310)
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On mathematical certainty
One singular characteristic of mathematics is the automatic

power of self-correction which the mind possesses in relation to it.
No such thing is possible as the -!xistence of either a persistent or a
widely spread error, or a serious difference of opinion, as to the
result of a calculation. And this is not due to any special immunity
front error which we have in connection with the subjects called
mathematical. Every schoolboy knows that it is as possible to make
a mistake in a sum as in any other (xercise; and the greatest
mathematicians occasionally make mistakes in calculations. But
there seems to be some mysterious court of arbitration within man
which detects mathematical error. Any two persons who have
come to different conclusions as to the result of a calculation car.
find out which of them was mistaken, without appealing to any
external authority. Nor need they examine any outer facts; they
need look at nothing outside of themselves except the slates or
papers which contain the register if their OU.71 SUCCe3Ske mental acts. They
judge between themselves, and judge infallibly. When one child
only has done a stun. he !nay need to look at the *auswer inn
the book"; if his result does not correspond with that answer, he
thinks that his processes must have been wrong somewhere. But
when two persons have made the same calculation with differing
results. there is no need to compare the results with the answer in a
book: they revise and compare their own mental pi ,cesses as
registered by themselves. (,703)

"Ilw sentimental people who assert that everything in Arithmetic
can be proved- to children have, usually, no idea of what rigid
proof means; it is not necessary that the child should see the evidence
!Or every hypothesis on which he works; what is necessary to mental
health is a clear miderstanding of what constitutes evidence, and
the power to distinguish between what is, and what. is not, proved.
800)

The tendency in science classes to an over-cultivation of mere
monkcy-destructiveness has been largely fostered by the claim of
certain faddists that children shall be told nothing, but shall "find
out everything for themselves.** What science really does claim in
this matter is that a clear line of demarcation shall be preserved
between zehat the individual has observed and what he has learned at
second ;mei. The claim that children shall find out everything and
be told nothing is palpably absurd. ',889)
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When we desire to know how a particular flower is fertilised. how
a certain bird builds its rwst, how an operation is performed by
those skilful in it, that knowledge must come to us from the outside:
we must see the facts, or lectures, or read books. Or, if we
wish to know what die kat lied suppie to he the iffierprotation of
certain phenomena, we &oust get the learned to tell us, either by
speech or by writing. But if we wish to "think out for ourselves"
the meaning of phenomenai.e., to receive, without human
instruction, new light about facts we already know then we must
keep mathematical order in our sequence of mental operations, or
a delusion may color upon us, and we shall be likely to believe a
lie, and perhaps to fix it on the texture of our thinking-machinery.
(,88-1-)

Nlathematical certainty depends not on the subject matter of
our investigation but upon direr conditions. Th.. first is a constant
recognition of the limits or our own ':Inowlcdge and fact of our Own
ignorance. The second is reverence fi,r the A's-Vet-Unknown. lite
third is absolute fearlessness in meeting the reductia ad a/wird:an. In
mathematics we are always delighted when we come to any such
conclusions as 2 3 7. We fecl that we have abiolutely cleared
out of the way ion: among the several possible hypotheses, and are
ready to try another. (1237)

On mathematical methods
But the discipline in mathematics. however strict, is entirely

positive. There is in mathematics no "Thou shalt not." Provided
that the necessary amount of practice ill right methods he secured,
during school hours. no one watches to see that vrong ones are
avoided at other notes. No mathematician worth mentioning has
any objection to his pupils trying experiments in bad methods to
any extent they please in their spare tim.e. It never occurs to any
one that boys are likely to form bad habits, or be the less teachable
in class, because of any vagaries they may practise out of it. Mathe-
matical method is a thing about which there exists lb opiii de corps,
no public opinion, nothing resembling either a Comm of Lisle or an
ethical code; and when conventints an. ilinpo,:cd on the young by
authority, it is with the distinct understanding. from die first, that
ally one 1.vho likes will be at liberty to alter the method in his spare
hours; that he will he even applauded f.r doing. so if he is thrtunate
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enough to hit upon a more convenient one. In no department of
study is reverence for precursors more cultivated than in mathe-
matics; but that reverence is entirely dissevered from the notion
thai ancient methotts should be adhered to; it is connected rather
with a feeling of gatitude to those who, by inventing clumsy and
imperfect processes, have helped successors to better ones. (729)

But when a principle has been admitted as valid, there iN thually
more than one possible way of carrying it out in any given case. The
pupil ought to be able to see that the methods arc essentially
equivalent; but he is not at first capable of judging which of the
several possible alternative methods is tile most practically con-
venient. He will not be able to do so for nlany years to come; and
meantime he ought to be forming the habit of some convenient
mthod. It is here, therefore, that the principle of authority collies
in (using the word authority in the sense indicated above, of any
force or motive l!ronght to bear on the pupil front the outside to
induce him to do this rather than that ).

It should be understoud from the first that no such thing exists
as a right method of performing any operation in elementary
mathematics; breansc. all rightness. and I oi.uv old all Iliadic-
maticalness, cle1wnds essentially on getting ea(li ,p,ration performed
by 1:co meliu;ds: the first, a roundabout one. hieh represents and
registers, the conscious action of the mind during the process of
discovery; the second, a Alort method whi: h condenses the round-
about one, assists in sto%ving its resuhs away in the nienior, and
facilitates the it-ing of them subconsciously. ql

.1 lie ordinary goc.d citizen. whether of tlp. unl,-at rad or of the
learned vorld..r, fond of saying that you miht not push any logi, al
argument to ey.tremcs, or it lands you in some absurdity. \Vherever

oniche,;. it holructs 114 LC) puli everything to the
in thou:;ht, in words:, in order to he landed in al:snrclities;

bec:tire ciihv so cn one pri_r;:ies he thoroughly tc.ted. it i, or.ly
hy pushing in thought our tangent to infinity and our radius to the
1,,cm, that we can prcperly understand our curve. The object of so
pu.hing to the ultimatum is that we may understand the curve.
\\ hen we understand it. we win di,cal d alto;;ether those fictitious
entities, tangent and radius; am/ is For the mathematician. a matter
of cour.c. But the worlil imagines that the tangent or the radius
or hothare meant for lines of direction as to conduct; and is
shocked, or argue to prove that such condurl would be unwise. (710)
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The nature of mathematics
All the modern higher Mathematics is based on a Calculus of

Operations, on Laws of Thought. All Mathetnaties, front the first,
was so in reality; but the evolvers of the modern higher Calculus
have known that it is so. Therefore elementary teachers who, at
the present day, persist in thinking about Algebra and Aridnnetic
as dealing with Laws of Number, and about Geometry as dealing
with Laws of Surface and Solid (:ontent, arc doing the best that
in them lies to put their pupils on the wrong track for reaching in
future any true understanding of the higher Algebras. Algebra
deals not with Laws of Number, but with such laws of the human
thinking machinery as have been discovered in the course of
investigations on number. Plane Geometry deals with such Laws of
Thought as have been discovered by men intent on finding out
how to measure surface; and solid Geometry with such additional
Laws 01- Thought as were discovered when men began to extend
Geometry into three dimensions. The branch of Mathematics
called Quaternions deals with snch Laws of Thought as reveal
themselves during the pnicess or investigating the relations between
1! n I dimensions. The sooner pupils are made to see all
Laws of Arithmetic as Laws of Thought, not of things, the simpler
and more satisfactory will their future course be. i.809)

The whole process of numeration depends on and expresses the
power and the need of the human mind to merge a group of its
ideal units of one stage into a single higher unit. It represents there-
ft we the Law of' Sacrifice. It embodies indeed both forms of that
Law: thc merging of lower units into higher; and the decomposition
or breaking down of a higher unit into lower ones.

When we speak of' sacrifice in this connection, we attach to it. of
course, no idea of emotion or of tragedy; we refer only to the
metaphysical conception of a law which underlies all our emotions
and tragedies. The farmer goes fOrth casting his rice seed on the
waters, and his corn down to rot in the ground, "sowing in tears,"
but omitting the tears because he understands what he is doing,
and knows he is not wasting the good seeds but preparing the crop
of the future. We also in our sums, go through all the tragic drama
or lift, with the tragic element suspended Isy the presence of pure
abstract coinprehension.

All these, and several other conceptions which are essentially
metaphysical, or spiritual, or psychological. are (fralt with in
Arithmetic and Algebra ....,793)
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On multiplication
All mathematics would be simpler if we used a non-mmierical

phraseology, as we surely should do if we were less enslaved than we
are by the convention of asserting that Arithmetic deals only
with questions of number. Much confusion in the teaching of
fractions is caused by popular mis-use of the words ''to multiply"
and "multiplication," which essentially belong to the domain of
number, and have no meaning where the symbols involved represent
unity, m.gation, or fraction. Some word should be chosen instead
of "multiply" which is not associated with the idea of number or of
increase; this word should be defined in the teacher's mind as
"doing to the operand what, when done to Unity, produced the
operator- and should be explained by him to the children in a
sense consonant with that definition. What but confusion can come
from telling children to multiply half a shilling by one-half, when
the thing you mean them to do is to diminish the equivalent of
sixpence down to threepence? What von want hint to do to the
half-shilling is something which, if done to the unit of thought,
produces the conception one-half. The definition here given is valid
fOr all values numerical, fractional, and logical. Whatever be the
terminology chosen. it should lay the foundation for a habit of
thinking of the symbol as suggesting not the increase of things,
but a mental action. This facilitates the future conception of
reasoning by analogic process. (792)

The teacher slumld, in dealing with any branch of the operation
called "multiplication-. have in his mind this idea: "Multipli-
cation- means doing to the operand multiplicand) what, if clone
to unity t'1), would produce the operator (multiplier).

In dealing with -division- he should keep in his mind the idea:
"Division- means doing to the operand (dividend) what, if clone
to the operator rdivisor. would produce unity I). (811)

On algebra
I have pointed ont how a question which seemed. on its own

level. hopelessly unsolvabk, is often solved at once by reference to
an order of omsiderations higher than that involved in the question
itself. This is especially the case when a Law of Thought is appealed
to, to settle a discussion about things. Laws of things we .cannot be
said really to know, except in a fumbling and empirical manner;
when we have true knowledge. it is because we have discovered the
Law of Thought which presided at the Genesis of the Things. I
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wish to speak in all humility and reverence; but I cannot say less
than I mean. We get clues, suggestions of Laws or Fhought, by
studying things; but whenever we truly know, v.hat we kni)w is a
Law ef Thought, which we have arrived at by discharging from
our observation of particular finite things all that made thetn finite
and particular. The elementary geometrician vho first conceive(l
the idea of the circle caught his suggestion from looking at things
whose forms were approximately round; but, as soon as he had
discovered the law of roundness within his own mind, he was able
to express roundness in a new material, to state it generally ,.bv
scratching it on the sand) in a manner which afforded no chw to
the objects from which the suggestion had conic to him. And the
law of circularity, thus formulated, was henceforth master within
him, and governed his appreciation of things. Ile did not test his
Ideal circle by comparing it with the sun or with an apple; on the
contrary, he tested the circularity of a fruit by comparing it with
his abstract or Ideal circle. I lis circle Own was an al:ylnai ;Wiwi of
the round outline of the sun or moon, or of a fruit.

In the same way we discover a law of number. first. by thinking
of some particular numbers; but as soon as we Ittmw tlw Law, we
can state it Algebraically, i.e., in a manner which eittivev. no Mit trma-
lion as to what were the particular numbers of which we hapIwned
to be thinking when we discovered it. The partienlar numbers
suggested the law to our Consciousness: they do not prove it to our
reason. When once it has been suggested, it carries its own evidence,
independently of particular numbers. And as Soon as we have for-
mulated a Law thus algebraically, it is henceforth master within us.
Particular statements about number are referred to it; and our
opinion as to the truth of those statements is controlled by it. For
instance, the law that one number multiplied by a second always
comes to the same result as is obtained by multiplying second
by the first was of course suggested to the consciousness first by the
observation of some particular pairs of ntnnbers; but it is not
proved by reference to any special numbers; it is general and
algebraic. And no student thoroughly understands it as a law of
number until he understands it in its algebraic statement: ab ha.
As soon as he understands the algebraic statenwm, it becomes
master of his thought. (141)

It is instructive to reflect that up to a few hundred years ago it
was supposed that mental labour cannot be lightened by Mechanical
Notations unless its subject is actually number. Questions of form
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and motion were still treated in the laborious round-about imumer
of which Euclid's Geometry is the type. Descartes, Newton, Leibnitz
and others perceived that the principle by which our amine notation
diminishes labour is a principle not of number hut of human
thought: that economy of thought-lOrce by diudnishing strain on
attention could be applied in dealing with form and motion.
Babbage mentions a problem which the best older Geometels left
obscure after four columns folio of verbal explanation; but which
is made perfectly clear in four lines by Descartes' notation

Algebraic notation had been supposed to be only applicable to
number; to see it applied to form, puzzled people, and no doubt
seemed unnatural and uncanny. But it is all settled now; everyone
has accepted the idea that Algebra can be applied to form as well
as number.

In this century, notation-thinking has invaded Chemistry, which
before had been investigated only by empiric experiments and
roundabout speculation, and taught by verbal explanations. And
now people imagine that Algebra has something specially to do
with number and form and chemistry, and that it can have nothing
to do with other subjects. It would be just as true to suppose that a
steam-engine can do no sort Of work except the kinds it was first
applied to. The steam engine is not an appendage of this or that
kind of work, but an invention to supplement the weakness of
huinan muscle. Algebraic notation is not an appendage of number
or (brut, butt an appliance intended to supplement man's limited
power of attention. The original steam-engine can only do its
own work: butt once the principle was understood, it could be
adapted to any kind of physical labour, by suitable adjustments; so
with tImught-instnuments; the original Algebraic notation was, so
to speak, entangled with the special Laws of Numbers; but when
we understand its pm inciple. we can onnt from it the few actnal
numerical laws and apply it to any kind of investigation. NeWtOn,
Leibnitz, Descartes, were all investigating Laws of Thmtght
Degerando calls his book on Notations: "LArt de Penser"; the
newest chemical notation has been founded on that used in a book
written by a non-chemist and entitled "Laws of Thought"; General
Babbage has kindly allowed tne to copy an unpublished paper in
which Ins lather describes the course of his investigations; one
senten('e in it is tls: "I pursued with ardour the attempt to discover
some of those laws of/It/man thoughil which have led to our knowledge
of the physical Sciences. 60.1)
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The difficulty of mathematics
The manner in which that most logical of all text-books, Euclid,

has been misused to induce illogical habits of mind, repeats itself
in most departments of elenwntary Mathematics. A good instance
of such misuse can be shown in connexion with the subject of
equivalent fractions. Let us suppose that the teacher wishes to
prove to the class that three-quarters of one is equal to one-quarter
of three. He takes as his unit of thought the concept apple. I le too
often begins by stating a thing which is not true in itself: viz, that
thre(..-quarters or an apple is the sante thing as a quarter of three
apples. For the purpose with which the teacher's mind is occupied
at the moment i.the ('quivalence of fractions), the .statement is
true; it is as true as that, from the shop-keeper's pi hut of' view,
twelve pence are a slnlling. But the child. who has not yet been
introduced to the conception (if equivalence of fractions. is at a
point I'd view quite different. To the child's imagination "gre:u
lots of grub" have a fascination quite imlependent of die size of his
own shan.. To suggest !for instance), that a bun for one child is the
same as a hundred buns for a lunidred children would be to insult
the pupil's understanding and his feelings- feelings which affect
him all the more keenly that as yet he does not know how to
express them. If he could believe you, what would be the meaning
of school treats and social picnics? In proportion as you ultimately
induce him to feel that one bun for a child is the same as a hundred
buns lbr a hundred children, he will be, in future, the worse man,
citizen, political economist; and the less fit to apply mathematics
to problems in real forces. But we are speaking now of the effect of
such statements on his intellectual processes, at the age when his
sensations are as yet unwarped. The statement that a quarter of
three apples is "the same as" or 'equal to- three-quarters of an
apple has brought prominently into the field of his imagination
two picturesan apple, and a group of three apples. Tlw natural
A'ay of making an apple equal to three apples is to bring forward
two more apples. It is the way things used to be made equal when
he was learning addition; why not now? The teacher has therefore
started him looking out for the two more apples; and as what is
said next does not seem to be tending in that direction, his attention
is distracted; he gives only half' his mind to what is said. Thus he
fails to get hold of one or more links in the chain of argument. Some
children soon recover themselves, and attend to the rest of what is
said. And as the teacher seems to be satisfied with the reasoning and
to expect them to be so, they imagine they are so. This helps to
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form a habit of intellectual (lishonesty, of confusing sham proof'
with real proof. The children who are either less sharp or more
logical and thorough look longer for the non-appearing two apples,
and miss more links of the chain of proof. These children feel that
the whole demonstration has passed in that region where grown-nps
conduct a self-satisfied mental life in which children cannot share.
Thus are formed habits of "hopeless non-comprehension", perhaps
even of "self-protecting and contemptuous non-attention". .Ii12)

Another fruitful source of insanity is the irreverence of teachers
for the process of Algebraization. N, lost children have more or less
of that luminous transparency which enables the individual to
perceive Laws of Thought reflected in the workings of his own soul.
As was pointed out in a former Chapter. he who has thus perceived
a Law of Thought may be (and ohen is) absolutely sure that he
has seen a general Truth. 'Teachers, forgetting to discriminate
between Laws of 'nought and Laws of Things. assert that the
individual is no standard for the community; and that no Law of
Nature can be generalized from a single instance. Many intelligent
young people are thus made ashamed of' the divinest gift within
them, the power of spinuaneous perception of thought-laws; and
destroy the faculty by not using it. In some, however, the tendency
to Algebraization is too strong to be repressed. The lad or girl.
being told that "common sense and logic oppose themselves to the
practice ofgeneralizing from a single instance, draws the conclusion
that his teachers are the opponents of what he feels to be the most
sacred portion of his mental life; therefore he sets up a course of
life openly defiant of "common sense" as embodied in the advice
of those around him. For some years he is only "eccentric" and
perhaps "mnnanageable"; but the strain is often too great for the
brain to bear; he has never been taught to distinguish Laws of
Thought from Laws of Things; he carries the practice of generalizing
from one instance over into the domain of things; he reasons from
analogy or _jumps to conclusions from mere association of ideas;
and falls into a hopeless tangle of delusionsvictims of the wilful
irreverence of his teachers, and his own fidelity to the great truths
which they are trampling underfoot. (150)
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A science of inspiration
The great beauty and clearness of French mathematics, which

set in about the time of the Encyclopedic, culminated in 1855, in a
work on Logic, and on the inspired Intellectual Faculties, fly Gratry,
in which he proved that the calculus of Newton and Leibnitz was
a supra-logical procedure, and that geometric induction is essentially
a proem ofpraver; by which he evidently means an appeal from the
finite mind to the Infinite fly light on finite concerns. I le said that
Logic (as ordinarily conceived in Ids day) had only feet, whereas,
treated as he suggested, it would acquire wings. My husband in
the previous year called attention Ler:es gf Thauf;ht. -I) to the
distinction between mathematical induction and the kind of
induction known to observers of physical !het. My husband did
not use the words "inspiration- and "prayer- about the thriller, as
Gratry did: as I said, he avoided calling the attention of the
tudearned to his work by words familiar to them in connection with
"religion": but he described the process of mathematical induction
in terms which should have shown to any educated person what he
meant. Ile revelled in Gratry's book. I have never met with any
other EnglisInnan who had seen the matlkwatical portion till it
was pointed out to him by HIC: though as a religious writer Gratry
is well known. kVhat has become of Gratry's influence on science?
I have heard that he was threatened with excommunication. The
sentence was not carried : it would have called attention to
his work

At this point our reasoning must leave the earth and rise tbr a
moment on its wings. 'rhos(' who can understand nothMg which
does not refer either to the hoarding of minerals or the cracking of
nuts will not be able to follow Os. Shut your eyes for a moment and
turn your gaze within. Think what 'mist have been the efThet of
the intense Ilinduizing of three such men as Babbage. De Morgan
and George Book on the mathematical atmosphere of 1830 1865.
What share had it in generating the Vector Analysis and the
mathematics by which investigations in physical science are now
conducted? (957)

In mathematics, however, much of the painfid sense of futility is
avoided by our knowing exactly what sacrifice is necessary for
obtaining the special knowledge sought. Nearly nineteen centuries
ago. a suggestion was made, which, when followed up, imports
into the subject of sacrifice for Inspiration much of the exactness
which robs mathematical sacrifice of its sting: and changes the
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SC Aving ill tears reconnnended by piety om the condition of va,,..cue
scattering of treasures at randwn, to that of well-calculated planting
of good seed ill appropriate soil. The suggestion occurs in a passage
in the New Testament, On which much mystical comment has been
written by theologians. It was ponited out to me long ago, by
Professor Boole, as containing a psyclmlogical chic specially well
%yorth following up. It seems to me to Simi up and make available
for purposes of practical guidance that theoretical knowledge about
the nature of our own inspiration-receiving powers which we gain
from mathematics generally.

"'Hie wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound
thereof. but canst not tell whence it cometh or whither it goeth: so
is every one that is born of the Spirit. This evidently catmot refer
to wind regarded as travelling in a straight line; we do know of a
trade wind whence it conies and whither it goes. The path of the
whirlwind was a matter of observation long before the Christian
Era, and might have been suggested at any nine to an intelligent
ohcerver by the motion of particles of dust. If the reader will look
at the diagram on a dust-whirl, and suppose himself to be one of a
cloud of gnats caught in the gust, or to be steering one of a flotilla

caught in a hurricane, he will see that the sentence contains
hod an admirable picture of a society on which has descended an
inspiration to diink on sonic new topic, and a canon of guidance
for an individual who desires to find the main line (Cf pngress arid
to preserve his own sanity mid safety. 727)

The only great hiatus, so far as I ktmw, which exists in mathe-
matical teacInng between sound theory and the best actual practice,
is of this kind: Mathematical induction is essentially inspirational
work and should be done during periods when discipline is relaxed;
periods of' leisure, of re-creation from labour; during the Sabbath
of the Inspirer, the Unity; ultimately eyen during sleep. Children
are expected to do it to order, under the same conditions as those
in which they do ordinary study; Le., in school, where discipline
nubt not he relaxed; where time must be kept: where examinations
are looming ahead. Thus bad habits are formed, winch weaken that
synthetic faculty on which true inspiration depends, and which
cause the pupil to become a victim either to mmine or to pseudo-
inspiration. !..1001)
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-Necessity is the mother of invention.- Is it not possible that the
very limitation of our direct numerical faculties has forced mathe-
maticians to create, unconsciously. the ladder on which man can
safely climb to The Infinite? Is it not possible that mathematics is,
after all, a science, not of number and quantity, but of the conditions
under which man can make his progress towards unknown Truth
uniform and safe, and can preserve himself from being seriously
misled by the mistakes which he is sure to make on his way?

This question unavoidably presents itself, sooner or later, not, of
course, to all mathematiciansthat is to say, all users of' mathe-
matical formulaebut to all serious students of mathematical
philosophy. It is in this century that it has taken concrete form and
come into open expression in print; but it seems to me that it must
always have been haunting the imaginations of the more subtle
thinkers, ever since the first Abacus was invented as an aid in
reckoning; ever since circles were first drawn by some inspired
savage, by means, perhaps, of two thorns linked together by a
strip of bark.

Rut more than I have yet indicated has dawned on the imagi-
nation of a few matheinaticiam 1,in this century certainly, and I
have reason to think earlier.).

Is not mathematics emphatically a miniature edition, so to speak,
of the science of sane inspiration? Does it not contain the clue to
an accurate distinction between the sane inspiratinns of genius and
it, aberratimms ? 703)

A mathematician once said, in allusion to some of his own
discoveries. There are some things that could never be clone
unless some men would consent to lw ill in order to do them.- He
meant to designate by the word "ill- a condition not morbid in
itself, a condition strictly physiological not pathological, a condition
which resembles parturition rather than disease. It is normally
attended by sonic symptom ohen associated with illness; and,
without being disease, it is a condition favourable to the setting up
of certain forms of disease unless special precautions are taken to
prevent it. No great original work in abstract science. no great
generalisation in any natural or physical science, is made, nor is
any great work (tf art generated, without the author having gone
through one of these singular phases. (1003)
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Embracing ignorance
Arithmetic means dealing logically with facts which we know

(about questions of number).
"Logically"; that is to say, in accordance with the "Logos" or

hidden wisdom, i.e., the laws of normal action of the human mind.
For instance, you arc asked what will have to be paid for six

pounds of sugar at 3d. a pound. You multiply the six by the three.
That is not because of any property of sugar, or of the copper of
which the pennies are made. You would have done the same if the
thing bought had been starch or apples. You would have done
just the same if the material had been tea at 3s. a pound. Moreover,
you would have done just the same kind of action if you had been
asked the price of seven pounds of tea at 2s. a pound. You do what
you do under direction of the Logos or hidden wisdom. And this
law of the Logos is made nut by any King or Parliament, but by
whoever or whatever created the human mind. ....

When people had only arithmetic and not algebra, they found
out a surprising amount of things about numbers and quantities.
But there remained problems which they very much needed to
solve and could not. They had to guess the answer; and, of course,
they usually guessed wrong. And I am inclined to think they disa-
greed. Each person, of course, thought his own guess was nearest
to the truth. Probably they quarrelled, and got nervous and over-
strained and miserable, and said things which hurt the feelings of
their frienck, and which they saw afterwards they had better not
have saidthings which threw no light on the problem, and only
upset everybody's mind more than ever. I was not there, so I
cannot tell you exactly what happened; but quarrelling and
disagreeing and nerve-strain always do go on in such cases.

At last ;at least I should suppose this is what happened) some
man. or perhaps sonw woman, suddenly said: ''I low stupid we've
all been! We have been dealing logically with all the facts we knew
about this problem, except the most hnportant fact aall, the fact of
our own ignorance. Let us include that among the facts we have
to be logical about, and see where we get to then. In this problem,
besides the numbers which we do know, there is one which we do
not know, and which we want to know. Instead of guessing whether
we are to call it nine, or seven, or a hundred and twenty, or a
thousand and fifty, let us agree to call it x, and let us always remem-
ber that x stands for the Unknown. Lct us write x in among all our
other numbers, and deal logicallY with it according to exactly the
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same laws as we deal with six, or nine, or a hundred, or a thousand.''
As soon as this method was adopted, many difficulties which

had been puzzling everybody fell to pieces like a Rupert's drop
when you nip its tail, or disappeared like bats when the sun rises.
Nobody knew where they had gone to, and I should think that
nobody cared. The main fact was that they were no longer there
to puzzle people. 1 1231)

This is only part of the essence of Algebra, which, as I told you,
consists in preserving a constant, reverent, and ('onscientious
awareness cii our own ignorance. 11235)

.\lways remember that the use of algebra is to fire people jivin
Ihmtbw. For instance, in the case of number: Cliildren do their
numeration, their "carrying-, in tells, because primitive man had
nothing to do sums with but his ten lingers.

lany children grow superstiG,us, and think that you cannot
carry except in tells; or that it is wrong to carry in anything Imt
tens. Fhe use of algebra is to free them from bondage to all tins
superstitions nonsense, and help them to see that the numbers would
come just as right ir we carried in eights or twelves o twenties. It is
it little difficult to do this at first, because we are not accustomed to
it ; but algebra !trips to get Over our stiffness and set habits and to
do numeration ou any basis that suits the matter we are dealing
with. (1239)

The essential element of Algebra: the habitual registration of the
exact limits of- one's knowledge, the incessant calling into con-
sciousness of the fact of one's own ignorance, is the element which
Book's would-be interpreters have left out of his method. It is
also the element which modern Theosophy omits in its interpre-
tation of ancient Oriental Nlind Science.

Men who wish to exploit other men fear nothing in logic or
science except this element. They fear nothing in earth, heaven,
or hell, so much as a public accustonted to realise exactly how much
has been proved, and where its own ignorance begins. Exploiters fear this
about equally, whether they call themselves priests, schoohnasters,
college dons, political leaders, or organisers of syndicates and
trusts. (1261)
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Teapot algebra
Many people think that it is impossible to mak,. Algebra about

anything except number. This is a complete mistake. We make an
Algebra whenever we arrange facts that we know round a centre
which is a statement of what it is that we want to know and do
nut know; and then proceed to deal logically with all the statements,
including the statement of our own ignorance.

Algebra can be made about anything which any human being
wants to know about. Everybody ought to be able to make Algebras;
and the sooner we begin the better. It is best to begin before we
can talk; because, until we can talk, no one can get us into illogical
habits; and it is advisable that good logic should get the start of bad.

If you have a baby brother, it would be a nice amusement for
you to teach him to rn:Lke Algebra when he is about ten months or
a year old. And now I will tell you how to do it.

Sometimes a baby, when it sees a bright metal teapot, laughs and
crows and wants to play with the baby reflected in tke metal. It
has learned, by what is called -empirical experience", that teapots
are nice cool things to handle. Another baby, when it sees a bright
teapot, turns its head away and screams, and will not be pacified
while the teapot is near. It has learned by empirical experience.
that teapots are nasty boiling hot thim:s which burn one's fingers.

Now you will observe that lmth these babies have learnt by
experience. Some people say that experience is the mother of'
Wisdom; but you see that both babies cannot be right: and, as a
matter of fact, both are wrong. If they could talk, they might
argue and quarrel for years; and vote; and write in the newspapers;
and waste their own time and other people's money: each trying
to prove he was right. But there is no wisdom to be got in that way.
Vhat a wise baby knows is that he cannot tell by the mere look ()la
teapot, whether it is hot or cold. The fact that is most prominent in
his mind when he sees a teapot is die fact that he does not know
whether it is hot or cold. I le puts that fact along with the other
fact: that he would very much like to play with the picture in the
teapot supposing it would not burn his lingers: and he deals logically
with both these facts; and comes to the wise conclusion that it
would be best to go very cautiously and find out whether the
teapot is hot, by putting his fingers near but not too near. That
baby has begun his matherneal studies: and begun them at the
right end. He has made an Algebra for himself. And the best wish
one can make l'or his future is that he will go on doing the same for
the rest or his life.
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Perhaps the best way of teaching a baby Algebra would be to
get him thoroughly accustomed to playing with a bright vessel of
some kind when cold; then put another just like it on the table
in front of him, one being filled with hot water. Let him play
with the cold one; and show him that you do not wish him to play
with the other. When he persists, as he probably will, let him find
out for himself that the two things which look so alike have not
exactly the same properties. Of course, you must take care that he
does not hurt himself seriously. (1233)
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The laws of thought
Nry husband told me that when he was a lad of seventeen a

thought struck him suddenly. which became the foundation of all
his future discoveries. It was a flash of psychological insight into
the conditions under which a mind most readily accumulates
knowledge. Many young people have similar flashes of revelation
as to the nature of their own mental powers; those to whom they
occur often become distinguished in some branch of learning; but
to no one individual does the revelation come with sufficient clear-
ness to enable him to explain to others the true secret of his success.
George Boole, poor and with little leisure for study, became known
as a learned and original mathematician at an early age. Front the
first he connected his scrap of psychologic knowledge with sacred
literature. For a few years he supposed himself to be convinced of
the truth of "the Bible" as a whole, and even intended to take
orders as a clergyman of the English Church. But by the help of a
learned.jew in Lincoln he found out die true nature of the discovery
which Ihul dawned on hint. Ins was that man's mind works by
moans of some Ineehanism which "finictions normally towards
Monism". Besides (he information which reaches it front the
external world, it receives knowledge direct front The Unseen
every thne it returns to the thought of Unity between any given
elements of fact or thouglu). after a period of tension on the
contrast or antagoldsm between those same elements.

At this Point all possibility of becoming a priest came to an end.
George set to Work to write a lmok '''The Laws tf Thought). in order
to give to the world his great di:covery. If he had stated it in words,
he would have been entangled in an unseendy theological skirmish.
Ile presented the truth to the learned, clothed in a veil so trans-
parept: that it is difficult to conceive how any human being could
have been blinded by it: he proved that by the mere device of
always writing the symbol I for whatever is the "Universe of
Thought- 1;4- the time being, the whole cumlwrsome mechanism
then known a: "Logic- could be dispensed with. Ifyou arc dtinking
id sheep as divided inm wldte and not-white. but .1: for 'white' and
1 for 'sheep'; if you are thinking of sheep as a portion of the animal
kingdom, write for 'sheep' and 1 ft:r 'animals', and so on. Using
this simple device. In7 proved that the most complicated examples
given in any treatise on 1r)gic could be solved easily and mechanically
by the ordinary processes of elementary algebra.

The academic world was enchanted. George visited Cambridge
in 1855, a year after the publication, and was astonished, and at
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first gratified, at the cordiality of his reception. Herbert Spencer
said that the book was "the greatest advance in Logic since
Aristotle". George Boole said to me that neither Aristotle's Logic
nor the Creed of Mows conld have been enunciated unless the
formula to which the Universities had now given the name of
"Boole's Equation" had been, in some fbrm or other, perfectly
well known. George afterwards learned, to his great joy, that thc
same conception (if- the basis of Logic was held by Leibnitz, the
contemporary of Newton, De Morgan, of course, understood the
fOrmula in its true sense; he was Boole's collaborator all along.
Herbert Spencer, joweit, and Leslie Ellis understood, I feel sure;
and a few others. But nearly all the logicians and mathematicians
ignored the statement that the book was meant to throw light au
the nature of the human mind; and treated the formula entirely as a
wonderM1 new method of reducing to logical order masses of
evidence about external fact. Only think of it! The great English
religious mind, which considers itself competent to preach the Truth,
dn. only saving 111011, to all mankind; the great academic educa-
tional mind which is to improve I lindu culture off the lace of the
earth, 6.11 into a trap which I believe would hardly have deceived a
sa% age. Nlv husband said to me that lie believed he could never
have made his discoveries if he ha1 received a university education
:as he at one thne much wkhed to do, but was, fortunately, pre-
vented by poverty). My afier-experiences, among men who had
been subjected to that process, incline me to think he was quite
right in so believing. I le was, as I said, a quiet student, gentle,
timid, very conscientious. and averse to controversy; he could not
lace the theological animus which would be aroused by ally
at tempt to explain himself in Open words, nor did he feel it right to
unsettle the superstitions of people evidently too stupid to take in
reasonable truth: he went On to further researches. (951)

Book's discoveries
The first of these discoveries he made ix) the year 1832 or 1833,

at tIm age of seventeen. As he long afterwards told me, it flashed
upon him suddenly (ine afiernoon as he was crossing a field. It
was the mystic secret, the open secret of all the ages; the same
which has been known to all great Seers, Mystics, Religion-
Fi.undels from the dawn of History, viz: that the mind of roan is
mcased in a mechanism which, besides receiving Unpressions
through what we call the senses, receives infm-mation also from
some source, invisible and undefinable, the access to which opens
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whenever the mind, after a period of tensitm on the difference,
contrast, or conflict between any elements of thought, turns to
contemplate the same elements as united, or as forming parts of a
unity. The highest form of this mental exercise is, of course, that
recommended by certain relighms moralists, i.e., when we wish for
religimis inspiration, to prepare for it by seeking the bond of
brotherhood and friendship with the person with whom we have
been at enmity. This form of reunion after separation is the highest
in illuminating power; the preliminary tension, or sense of separate-
ness, being more acute, and usually more prolonged, than where
the sense of contrast is merely intellectual; and more of the nervous
system is involved in personal hatred or anger than in a mere
sense-perception, such as that the harebell is blue and thc ragweed
yellow. But a small and non-emotional effect of the kinu indicated
is produced when we turn to consider the qualities common to
two plants or other objects, after we have been studying the respects
in which they differ ...

This secret for inducing inspirations of new knowledge is em-
bodied in Book's Thought-Equation,

x (not-x) ----

where I stands for the Unit of Thought lin- the time being. George
Book often tried to translate this Equation into words. But many
circumstances combined to hinder his publishing any word-versions
of it. hi 1855, to his great joy, Gratry the Oratorian, formu-
lated the truth which it expresses, in language on which George
Boc)le felt he could not improve. Gratry made the Law of re-union
after tension on zontrast the basis of a method of procuring sugges-
tions and revelations: a method as systematic and regular, and as
sch.ntific as any invention used by electricians for inducing currents.
Gratry explains how he also used hi:. mm. thod for the purpose of
procuring sound and dreamless sleep and for making such sleep
fertile of new thoughts. He prepared both fbr repose. and for
inspiration by fixing his mind on the properties common to things
seemingly different, and about which he had been acquiring
concrete knowledge be methods totally div:7rse. (789)

Ntw George Boole's second discovery was that of a solvent
which. so to speak, soaks away and washes out from Arithmetic all
questions of Number, and leaves the rest of it standing, complete,
a peifect skeleton-picture of' the mind's normal action when
engaged in evolving the Science of which Number is the material.
It thus stands cleat. as a contribution to the Science of human
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Psychology, showing how minds of old worked when engaged in
mastering difficulties.

1 I a yi ng tints reduced Algebra to its librims skeleton, lw next
compared it with that of Logic, and proved their complete homo-
morphism.

What I have called the solvent consists in an Equation the roots
of which (or, hi school-boy language, the answers to which) are
0 and I. Jliat Equation is

V2 X

or, otherwise
A 1 x) 0.

This equation is .satisfied- i.e. turns out true), if either of the
values I or 0 is substituted for A., but not if any number is substituted
for x. An instance given in the Laws of Thought to illustrate the
logical bearing of this equation is the following: Fmm all the
creatures in the world, select in your mind, sheep. Let the class-
concept "sheep- be. for the moment. your unit of thought. Front that
unit, select the class of "horned things"; you tltus get the con:a-pt
"horned sheep-, in contrast with a rejected background "sheep
that are not horned... Your selecti,m of "horned" from among
sheep has really altered your concept "sheep". given to it clearer
definition and a narrower scope. Now repeat on the class-concept,
"horned sheep-, the operation of selecting "honwd things". this
does not have any limiter effect; "horned sheep which arc horned"
are identically the sante class as "horned sheep". On the other
hand, if' you apply the operation of selecting the horned individuals
to the other class, "not horned sheep-. the result is 0; for there arc
no horned things in that class.

Boole proved Ito the entire satisfaction (>f the learned) that the
so-called "dictum. of Aristotle... (on winch all Logic taught in
European Universities up to his time had been founded) was a
particular case of the equation,

The learned failed to seize the gently suggested moral; I will give
it here in plain words. This is it: "Aristotle, by treating mind as a
mechanism whose normal action is to swing between I and 0,
created a system of Logic which has stood the test of two thousand
years. Let us now discard that system, and learn, instead, how to
use our minds as Aristotle used his, viz., in accordance with its
Natural Laws. Let us dare, henceforth, to be every man his own
Aristotle. Let us make methods in Logic, each for himself, as we go
along, by treating each element of thought alternately as I and 0.
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This is th, teal Ii dt .\h.thad" practised I IV himself. To limy/.
III thi VI11.1(1 thr 111. iii1 plan. (tIll lIlt lppiird it to
crcat,I ilo1c OA that
used ill I.,,t4iC-11.1'4,(....L, k ill a filial IA"-
tILILtIS IlatIllticr, 1 his inethod kini1/4).n depecals
on treating his t 5)..1 Equations I hi. NIstic Last.. ta

X

tht 111.4iral
A

,i1115111;tiluqal.:. 11111/11:, ilttket't'll
it is tlytiiir!11 ,111(1 :1111! witch

improved l i s such men as .Jrcons and Venn. Non, I I their systems,
however, collect Hs the ordiziar\ lloolc's real method:

111 I 1;1' 1,:111 .1111/ , I olicerns ever. hotly, especially
yin lila, id( hildren.

,Arn.t. the puldication of 1/It' /.(t;i (;corLio.
SStIttI 1)5ii text-hooks. assisted in i4raild conception
tloSsai to the luvol III ordintit. itholleinatieal notation, hv his
entlite:iiistic pupils. 1 le 1111111 itttiiitti to \).rite still Itirther lIlt

Svhich III Si:J.: all the tinie stittlyint.c tlevotedl. Stith
the help orali the m(dical 11111,55 1«ki;i. he could yiis hintlerril

anythini4. further on the stiliject hy not !wing aldr
!ear III) certain points: till, tly his death, 1 singi2;estial

to hint that a certain ».(.11-1:novn passage it, the Ne),y Testament
about the Wind, dn. course of it (:irciihir Storni or

1, .\ Cwt. thinking it Jiver !Or sonic dine
-Stick to that : VIII liave t4-ot the chic 111155..- I it. added that it Svoillt1
itc 1vort1i to lay aside all oilter lines itt inquiry i11111 ftilllss
itp tile clue 55 hich I hail found. I le died shortly alter this. 79-1,

llitlg 1 11111111111latical II ttltthi III Jill 551 any
hght Ill do. conditions 1111(111 tililiL It WaS may
th a .a.h.lititie notation Svith constnionan. :skill and ..)et kilos): no
t lit/TI ttl thr mock ill svhiell it 55as itcnerated than die hoy vh
Will,: OW Italia' a 111111 11111r tict'll Id. till lilt II iI III tilt
itiVr,t1!4atifItl5 presided m'cr it, tttw,trittaital. Nlany so-called
mathematicians are so una\vake to the true nature or the inachinv
Syltich they are manipulating .that they :ire kindly It\vare that there
is anything to 111111 I. 51111 IlAt (I nine years 56111 (ii.orgi-
\\idle ht. was collaborating i.cith 1 kilow that 1 di,
not LIII III. I do as (leort4i. and He .\ II 11141111 did: 1 111155 tny
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head itt reverent thankfulness to that mysterious East, whence
come to us wafts Of some transcendent power the nature or which
we ourselves can hardly state in words. \Viten materialists on one
side, and theosophists on the other, ztgree in assuring the public
that the great structure of European science has been created
without reference- to psychic 101e, I feCI LI Utt I OW e 11. the CillISC of truth
to sty that I differ from these persons, not as to the truth or value
or originality of this or that idea or statement, but as to the contents
of books which they have apparently tlever read, about the gen(sis
()I' notations which they can only use mechanically ,11 they can
ev('n do that nutc:11), whereas I have discussed the details of s(nrie
oldies( with the originator befOre their form %vas finally fixe(i. 1961)

1 was asked to translate the Lile-Laws. or Laws or Thought (of
(;ratry and Boole), out of the LInguage of the NIodeni Calcuhis into
that oldie simple geometry used of old. To exhibit the most impor-
tant law I hd to use a diagram in shape hke a capital V. I had to
draw the thing open end upwards, and afterwards shut end upwards.
I noticed that !Hy stupider pupils were sometimes conflised by the
first V remaining- on the paper: I wished I could pick it bodily up
and reverse it, to show that the same thing was seen alternately in
the two aspects. A pair of compasses. (fl! i the Freemason's
Angle, would have i.mswered exactly, e.:cept that it did not show
tilo proeess of !morning. zIs a drawing made before the pupil dor.s.
What %,v,ts wanted was. a thing that woulcl first suggest grozeing from
one into two. :ind that I could then turn upside down. In fact, a
natural forked stick. %Vhile thinking- this over. I suddenly reinetn-
lwred seeing a miner doing something hi my childhood) with a
stick the very shape I wanted. This excited my curiosity, and t
went to a country parish where I had heard there was a huly
dowser, and tsked her to show me her magic.

'rho whole process is this. The dowser yohnitarily goes through,
in dumb show, hall of a logic lesson on the first Law of' Thought.
\lido he is dohig so. his arms begin to tingle; and. as he passes

over ore, or ronning water. his hanck automatically complete the
lesson by reversing the rod. The dowser, who knows no logic, does
one half by tradition and the other half automatically', what I do

on purpose to teach the first Law of Thought. .39t
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On singular solutions
Draw a circle with a radius of an inch, and then ink it over so as

to distinguish it from all the others which you are going to draw.
Then close your compasses to a quarter ()Can inch. Put the point

anywhere on our hik line, and draw a circle in pencil. Put your
point down anywhere else on the ink lino, and draw ;mother circle.
Repeat again and again, till you have a dozen circles, or a hundred,
or indeed any number that you like. Any point in the ink line is
the centre of one such possible circle; and, as the number of points
in the circumference is infinite, there is no limit to the munber of
such circles. except what may be imposed by the limitations a
your patience or your eyesight.

Vell, all these little pencil circles, actual or possible, belong to
what is called a "family. Any "family" of curves has certain laws
to which all the members are subject. and which are the laws of
their being. What are the laws of this family's being? "Every
menthei of it has its centre on the ink line, and is exactly half an
inch across'', you say. No you are wrong. All the members that
ez.et _you 3aze _Ye/ are indeed subject to those conditions which you
mention : atul if you thought of them as isolated individual: you
might never find out that there was anything more to say about
them. Rut when 0 mathematician expresses in strict mathematical
language the law which binds those circles into a family. and
states their connection with each otlu.r, he finds (to his great sur-
prise, if it is his first experience (If the kind) indications of the
existence. somewhere or other in space. of two other curves belonging
to the family, which have a larger radius and whose centres are
mu situated on the ink line. On inquiring further. he finds out
whereabouts in space these larger circles are.

Draw two circles, whose centre coincides with that of the ink
circle, and whose radius is in the case three quarters in the
(Ither five quarters, of an inch; these two circles belong to the same
family as the small ones. iThe ink circle does not.) These larger
circles are instances of what mathematicians call "Singular
Solutions". Ordinary people call them "exceptions". Philosophers
call them "typical cases". Impatient people call them "anomalies",
and dotheir best to weed them out, so as to reduce everything to the
domain or what. they please to call "law"--by which they mean
such law as they can understand.

A Singular Solution may be located anywhere in space; often
it is a long way off from its family, and of very different shape. III
this particular case, and many others, it is of the same shape as the
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Innre lo111111,.111)1,1Cr 111('Illhi'N, ;111(1 111 i,M1.111 With CVOI'Y 011(.' Of

them. Sometimes the litv of a family has one Singular .Snlution;
sometimes more than one.

The study of the phenomenon of the Nlessianie Seerlii»rd liecittne
the itbsorbing interest uI t. h..orge lionle's later years. 1 he chapter 011

S1111:01111 St)11111011S ill ilk tCNI-1/00k ()I' dii hri tutiaf Equations
contains much genuine metaphysical truth expressed in mathe-
matical terminology. Ile made a spe(ial study 01. the ;11111011.5 Of
OW strange preacher. F. I). Nliturice; and in the last year of his
life vrotc: "I have made out \vItat puts the \vhole subject of Singulitr
Solutions into it state of Unity." 1Vhat strange pukttion ()I thought
must hay:. thrilled from the mind of the. wvitt Sect. (if Messianic
Singular Solution, int() that of the logician nf titi t.tuut. before
those %sorcls %yen. %vritten. %vim can guess? The NIS. nit which
C(iorgt Ioitit %vas t.ngingt.d ti 111(' tutu liii 1111(1C(11)110/Vd itt lhi
iiIVII1vCS of the Sncietv; no mere mathematician can under-
stand it: innd itut theohigian cares to try. l'erhaps it may be de-
ciphercil yet. \diet) hirther prouyess has been tutut_lu iii kimsvledge
of the correspnmlence bet \yeett the mirmal :tenon of the litiman
mind :laid its automatic expression by means (if notations.

The subject lut. Singular Solutions had curi»us fascination Inr
iny husband, then and to the end of his life. The chapter of the
text-book which refers t() them was written in ;1 snit lif reli0ous
rapture ... 29)

(:harles lfui)i)uu4u is chiefly known to the world as the inventor of
it machine intended to spare the labnur (if calculating numerical
series. In the cnurse of its constructin,i . he had to make it thorough
study ()I the Laws if tuttirul sctIttclicc, so far its these are embodied
in processes of succr.:si\-t. additions. Rut the matt who would think
of undertaking such a task at iii was sure tn see the importance of
saturating himself with it further knowledge (if Nittutv's series. Ile
investigated nnt only dins() mathematical series the equations 0i
which are known. :Ind which underlie such natural curves as
plimet-path:, hues «f refraction, etc.: but also those forms of
Natural sequence the mathematical expressions (if which have not
vet been ascertained. such its genIngie changes the development of
plants itml animals. tn.. Ile had !milting t() lose nr gain by any
conclusioil to winch he might be led: he had (me all-absorbing
end in view, the perfecting id' his machine; and. for that ohject, it
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mat tereil nothing %%Aral the I.a%vs of Nat tire should 111111 11111 111 111',

1111' 0111 (11'SI(IIT;It11.1:1 W;V: th;11 III. ii,t1)1);tqC, 111111111 1i1111\V %%11:11

°ICY `111(1 Cifihn(IY °WM IndY in the "flISInftti"n "1. hiS "g'S
atul \v1IrrIS. ( )111' of the facts \vItiull lit eliscovere..d. %vas this: For one
series nunierical or phenomenal: which glees an uniformly, there
are an almost infinite monber which either sooner III later lia%-t .
interruptions of Singular 1e.1-11 s. I lis arguments cannot Ife
entered on hero: but (he main result is this: \VIItte..-er addlice.s hut

inflexilfilit- 1,:t\y II) 1)1'111;0 Olt' 11111)1.111):11/.1111y 1/1. Nliracle. only
pro\-es that he clot.....; not understand the connection betsvecti Law
aml Phenomena. No mirae-le. Nit-. lialthage

priwi. improlfahle as it is that man should learn the true law of
hy uninfr,rupt,.(/ serics Itlutuutt1irtt. .12.1 )

Variotp.; math, matical studies have thrown a vivid light 0/1 die
plicnim1/111111 a111()1114 111(111 IS 1)I1(' ley lial.)I.)age, pulf-
lishrel in I wider th. title .Vf(f!li /;(/./..e,-;,--.Itc, Lilies and
shapes in three dimensions (vhich, in themselves, are contintion:
aml normiel, produf if their shadosss east (in flat paper, all
manner of ientftlialies, im-ersitimt s. and iii iiuuiiiis. If s itticilvd
Mat normal facts in higher dimensions unight. %viten t-ellecteel iii
Mc human three-dimensional 1 iii se-ititisness. anctutlit fr anomalies
liii! :upparelnly miraculous eoi.clit ions. I he experiment wits
therefOte tried of inverting- certain rel,Itions in the emiations ()I'
regular t turs-es and families of curvc.s. .\ most interesting result
l'ollosvrel. I lie nivel tech equation to a eurvt. sometimes g1V, sV11,11

Ci1111q1 1 -,11114111ar relate(l to the iniiui,IJ curve almost
-rogue elephant- i.. to his tribe: stittolite4 in no n.lietion

viiIdt ii Mr eve. %sill) any other point on the. ruins. On the etthri-
hu;uiu&1 lit ills-ert equation to a family of utirves may l-fro(loi-e- vhat

C.1111'd all -Cllyt'1111)1'... c111A1' 111 W11.11 evnly 1/11111.

Tio.11:1!1'1. 1/1. 1111' 1:111111V. I 11' anomalous points or clurs-es, svorked
irat equations. are called heinatical terminology,

.7,!or Numa I litrtog, tit( tg- Jess whose brilliant
-)tie-N.-e-inent III mitilicinatHs %vas the .to 4o/wiling tiniversit:

115 (.t -I.,.foottiste.. said to it, a a piti.ilcd kind of way,
Mat the chapter on site.41dar solutions in my litisl)itild's 'freali.se.: 011

-dor: not read like a t hapter of an ordinary
tes, ifook-. It votil(1 be strang-e if it did seoing that it resulted
from ml(Iy tt thut mystic. hio'ratuurt tt1uhi ages, from Isaiah's

lo.ri( i I cultly:n11. Esr-. Nly lutshand. in the
hirr. (It-vowel inue-li time to the solely of l'reelerii:k
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1)enison Nlanrice, the theological reformer, and, not long before
his death, wrote: I have made out whdt puts the %vhole subject
of Singular Solutions into a State of Unity." Following up clues
given by hint at that period N( eXtra-IleadOlnie InathetnatiCians
have w(wked on the prohletn so near his heart throughout his life,

(;iven a child of any anomalous type, how should his education
be directed towards f()rming in him personal habits tending towards
constructive genius rather than perverse destructivemhss; towards
illuminating synthesis rather thatt brilliant paradox; towards
useful originality rather than vicious curiosity; towards a reverent
nd sparing use of pleasures. towards renunciation or that 14 which
other men seek. rather than towards itudaeious snatching at what
they feel to be evil?

\VI 1 VI I I have tried to call the attention of heads of schools to the
dangers to which children of exceptional type are exposed under
existing silitiutis of moral and religious education, I have been
met 1)y replies to the effect that a school must be organised to suit
the majority, ;.ind that exceptional children must take their chance
in the general meleea dangerous doctrine in itself, it seems to me,
herause genius has great influence. for good or ill, over the masses
of average men aud women. But hesides this, it is thought hy
several experienced persons that the scheme of mental habit
suggested for the protection of genius HMI its SpeCial illt`nt al ;Ind
Mural dangers would in reality be goud, hilt bad, lOr the develop-
ment and stamina of verage children.

\Ve are often udd by publishers and editors that the public is
not interested in speculation of this kind. But if England takes no
interest in the question whether its young men of abnormal genius
shall lav themselves on the altar of National Ref(irm or rot away in
mere phosphorescent decadence, why was ()scar Wilde condemned
to prisoti . iind why do we perform relighms services in honour ()I'

Jesus of Nazareth ? 1380)
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7/h. /avticze para.1,,rap/o yf the Investigation into the Laws of Thought
by Heor,J,,e

Those %dm have maintained that the of mathematics is
a fundamental one, have drawn one or their strongest argu-

ments from the ;rental constitittion of things. The material frame is
subject in all its parts to the relations of number. All dynamical,
chemical, electrical, thermal, actions, seem not only to be
measurable in themselves, but to be connected with each
other, even to the extent of mutual convertability, by numerical
relations IA* a perfectly delinite kind. lint the opinion in
question seems to me I 4) rest upon a deeper basis
than this. The laws of thought, in all its processes of conception
and of reasoning, in iil those operations of which language is the
expression or the instrument. are of the same kind as are the laws
of the acknowledged processes of Nlathematics. It is not contended
that it is necessary for us to acquaint ourselves with those laws in
order to think coherently. or, in ordinary sense or th, terms, to
reason IA ult. Moll draw inliTenees without any consciousness of
thom. elements upon which the entire procedure depends. Still
less is it desired to exalt the reasoning faculty over the faculties of
observation, of reflection and or jod.4co1eoi. But upon th, Very

that 11111n311 thought, traCt'd tic its ultimate elements,
reve:ds itself' in mathematical forms, we have a presumption that
the mathematical sciences occupy, by the uotistitutm or our
nature, a ffindantental place in human knowledge, and that no
sv.tem of human ctilture can be complete I cr fundamental, vhich
altogether neglects them. liut the very same class of consideration
shicws with equal 11)rce the error of those who regard the study tor
mariwnoacw, and 4 their applications, as a sufficient basis either
of knowledge or of discipline If the constitution of the material
frame is mathematical, it is not merely so. 11 the mind, in its
capacity of formal reasoning, obor., whether consciously or WI-
ciinci,)udy, mathematical laws, it claims through its other capacit ies
of sentiment and action, through its perceptions of beauty and of
more fitness, throm4h its dccp springs or emotiori and affection, to
hold relation to a different order or things. There is, moreover, a
breadth of intellectual vision, a power of sympathy with truth in
all its manifestations, which is not measured by the force and
subtlety or the dialectic faculty. Even the revelation of the material
imiverse in its boundless magnitude, and pervading order, and the
constancy of law, is 11()I necessarily the most fully comprehended
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Ity hiin %vit has traced v1i ;Mintiest ituctIritry dir steps 1)1 ila groat
(lemonstration. ..1ntl ii %yr einhraer in uttr survey dic intrrosts and

huh. du any procts.cs HWY( l'.11i0c111:Iti.Ill
tlic

..\,; hunk.. thrruforr, thr ettliivatiun of the inalltrmatical icr cicdttc-
tivo Iltrulty c t It:tut of ititclIciicial disciplitic . so truly is it only a
part. Thr pre.judicr %clic ii voultl caller hanisli in in;ike suprin
imy ill clrparinl,mt iii kciciccii it tculty of mind, hetrzlys hat
1114 CITIPI. Intl a defect of that intrIlretual inntlesty

inseparahle from a pure deviation of truth. It assunirs Eli
nth( i cit eriticisitr4 a constillitit, 4,1Witr4s which nu human appoint-
ment has esialtlislictl. oi call annul. Ii rts asidc the antirlit ant(

of' truth as one tlittitgli manifold. Nluch of this
actually existent iiiiiic!iL hL. otin: (Inc tic thy ,i)ccial an(I
char:1(11T of .scirntitic traching--%thich chiiractrr, in its

turcc . tends to Itistrr. I he study of philosophy. nut \vithstatiding a
I'm marked hist:nice,: i,f c\reption. has foilod tic krep pacc with thr
ittiviia if he srt.rral dettarinic; it kciic I k. tt.hosr mutual
rrlations it is its pr.rs'iliCr li) lo.\veviT,
!lot ; et. if ill (111,-,11,011 :I, 14111 id' 1

acid c(,111i,r1 it N.% ci h ii prrvairtit
a-, a inertly sectilar thint; and yt nil the tindur pa 6,111111,mo.,

already ad% (Tied to, or th, PI \ V.1111111 11,1011.

i it hid] cr hit clii tip,-; rc,_,ild to its se, ular
,tilt.atit,a,-,es. In the il lilt ii i; not dilliccilt ci c Mitt thr
onlinurd operation-, -11,11 1Crsrs. m1(.1,1111.1,11,-4.1 liv any Inidtry
prin, ipIrs of action. 11111 (.11 d ii thr
11.P4itri. Minds. cciii tl'ild 111 140.%1T Ili, ticiticilIi )1.

1,ICH'i 'Cr Phiri';. kii":0 clii and rciulrr t..oitl and
ineirrctual At elriiirms of a :toli ,. faith may still survive.

ever in propoiti,m as dr.,. conditions ;in. rtitlised Hurst tin.
sa.ttir clfrets rullow.. I lettcr. perhaps. it is that wi soittrtittirs tind
justrr coricrptions thr Vital (...I111(-..;1..n.

i a diticrent p.irts of Truth,
amon,4 tIiic do) 1tckniv!iIi ii aItiit Iiii4hrr than thr t1Iairgitit4
it,,prct ci cullective hum:mitt., cliii, nnoir...; titiic vica proirs, ;in
incifliciccitl ,illratice to the Ltilicr lint thrsr aro question,:
tA 16,11 ,,ninui titrulcic Ii pui sued. heir. 1,, strIllr (11Cy iiIl ;11)prar
forei.m t,, prufessrd ,if this vo,;!,. thr consitIrration
ot thrill has arisen ccituic.clk. rither cli of tIc, prculations
that iiivnly,d. HI- in thr course of roadini.; Lind rrfIrction
t.vhich serinrd itocr,:sary to it; iirroitmlislinirtu.
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Some people

ARCHER, MRS.
Friend of M.B., wife of the translator of Ibsen's plays. Developed
a nerve-training method of alternate tension and relaxation
adapted by M.B. in her arithmetic lessons with children.

BABBAGE, CHARLES. (1792-1871)
Friend of Everests, brilliant polymath who devised mechanical
computer and anticipated operational research. As a student
he formed the Analytic Society with Herschel and Peacock to
reform mathematics at Cambridge and "to do their best to
leave the world wiser than they found it".

BOOLE, GEORGE. (1815-1864)
Husband of M.B., son of a shopkeeper, taught in his own
school until a pamphlet on logic brought him encouragement
from Morgan and a move to Cork. Brilliant and original
mathematicianpure mathematics was invented by Book
according to Russellessence of his ideas not understood by
others according to M.B. He also made fundamental contri-
butions to the theories of differential equations, finite dif-
ferences and invariants.

BOOLE, LUCY.

Fourth daughter of M.B., became professor of clwmistry in
London, shared house with MR in Notting Hill.

BOSE, JAGADIO. 858-1937)
Indian physicist and plant physiologist. He gave a lecture at
the Royal Institution which impressed M.B. who corresponded
with him and was stimulated to study Indian thought as both
her uncle and De Morgan had done.

BOULANGER, NICHOLAS.

18th century writer whom M.B. claimed as precursor of
Gratry and Boole. He had written of the misuse of special
gifts and powers; M.B. was to write about the dangers of
influencing young minds.

CLIFFORD, WILLIAM. (1845-1879)
Mathematician, made important and original contribution to
geometry, author of The common sense of the exact sciences, pro-
fessor at University College, London. A highly strung and
athletic man, he was mentioned by M.B. as an example of a
dominating teacher personality.

DE MERICOURT, VIRGINIA

Pseudonym used by M.B. for regular articles in various journals.
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DE MORGAN, ArousTus, (1806-1871)
Friend of the Everests, mathematician noted for his work on
logic and for his interest in teaching, was influential in securing
G.B. a post at Cork, fought for religimis freedom at the
University of London.

DEPLACE.

The village schoolmaster at Poissy who taught I.B. as a child.
EVERST, SIR GEORGE. I 790-1866)

Uncle to M.B., surveyor and geographer, travelled and
worked in IndiaNlt. Everest named after he made the first
survey of itinterested in Indian mathematics and science.

EVEREST, REV. GEORGE
Brother of NI.B., went to Canada, corresponded wgulady
with M.B.

EVEREST, REV. THOMAS

Father of M.B., family said to be of I lugenot stwk. tr,.,ited by
Hahnemann and helped in his parish by N I. ft 'to family's
return from France.

GRATRY, FATHER.
French priest of the order of Oratiinalts. Ilk book on logic
published in 1855 was avidly read by G.B. and NI.B. wlm
1Ound similar ideas to their Own in his writings. Nl.B. developed
his notion of suspending conscious thought to tap unknown

.powers"making a silence in the soul".
HAHNEMANN, SAMUEL. (1755-1813)

Founder of homeopathic medicine. believed that diseases can
be cured by drugs which produce similar symptoms, success-
fully treated father of M.B.

HERSCHEL, JOHN. (1792-1871)
Friend of Babbage and the Everests. astrononn.r. mathe-
maticianhe introduced the notation sin-1x, chcmisthe
developed photography and first referred to photographic
images as positive and negative, translator of the Iliad and,
like Newton, Master of the Mint in his later years.

IIINTON, JAMES. (1822-1875)
Friend of father of M.13,, an ear-surgeon and author of popu-
larising works on philosophy and science. M.B. was his
secretary for a few years.

JAMES, WILLIAM. (1842-1910)
Famous psychologist and philosopher, corresponded with
M.B. with whom he shared an interest in progressive education
and whose ideas he valued.
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MARKS, DAVID.

ewish preacher who had influenced G.B. and De Morgan.
Through his work, M.B. became interested inIfebrew ritual
and various current Jewish problems.

MAURICE, FREDERICK. (1805-1872)
Theologian, founded Christian Socialist movement, influenced
many 19th century thinkers, helped to found Oueen's College,
London. His writings had interested 0.13.

MORANT, ROBERT. (1863-1920)
Civil servant, architect of 1902 Educa-,n Act, knew and
shared ideas with M.B.

PEACOCK, GEORGE. (1791-1886)
Fellow student of Babbage and Ilerschel. became Dean of Ely,
wrote an influential textbook on algebra which aided the
development of algebra as an abstract system.

PERRY, jOHN.

Mathematician, initiated reform in teaching by a famous
address to the British Association in 1901 and a book on
mathematics teaching. stimulating NI.B. to write herself.

Uncle of NI.B., friend of G.13. to whom taws of 'nought was
dedicated. professor of classics at Cork.

cro-rT, ALKAA.

hird daughter of NI.B., a mathematician who found elegant
construction for the Archimedean solids and studied four-
dimensional figures.

SoMERVELL, ARTHLR.

Friend of' NI.B.. influential H.M. Inspector for music.
somERvEm.. Eurrit.

Friend of NI.B., wife of Arthur S.. author of rhythmic approach
to mathematics. a book about curve-stitching which had been
introdir.ed by NI.B.

Second daughter of NIA, her son Sir Geoffrey Taylor is an
eminent contemporary mathematical physicist.

FI"NICI I, EEIM.,

Fifth daughter of' NI.13., became a novelist.
WEDGWOOD, THOMAS.

Son of the famous potter. friend of Coleridge, pupil of Erasmus
Darwin. An invalid, he devoted his life to his brother's children
and the study of education, in particular of the emotions; his
thoughts strongly influenced M.B.
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Somc books

M ColsHA:.f ILzry Ez'eust Boolea mem!..ir, C. W. Daniel. 1951.
A H-ief biography and account of her work, this is a useful
companion volume by the editor of the collected works.

T. BELL. Men of mathematics. Vol. 2.. Pelican, 1953.
includes a :.;hort account of the HI,: and work of George Book.
'Ehe author 1:!aphasises the early years of struggle, but then
:tiggeststoo facilelythat the marriage to the niece of die
professor of classics represented a .-subconscious striving for
stteial respectability. There is a brief:sketch of what has come
to be known as littolean algebra.

G. BOOLE, An im.estigation of the laws of thought. Dover, reprint.
"The design of the following treatise is to investigate the
furdamental laws of those operations of the mind by which
reasoning is performed . . ." And he meant just that.

NI. BOOLE, Logic taught by lace. 1890.
Subt tied "rhyt Inn in nature and in education- this book
was bawd on a series af. articles published in various Jewish
.journals in England and the U.S.A.

1B /OLE. The mathematical Mychology of Gratry and Boole, 11197.
An influential work which attempted a psychological inter-
pretation of Boole's work and its relation to the thought of
Gratrv.

M. BOOLE, Lectures on the logir of arillunetic, 1903.
Addressed to young teachers, tIns is the book which contained
spechnen lessons and &scribed the method el making mind-
pictures.

M. BOOLE. The preparation of the child for science, 1904.
An attempt to explain to parents and teachers the foundations
in preliminary experiences on which the learning of science
and mathematics depends. The book anticipated many
other thinkers and was particularly influential in the U.S.A.

SI. BOOLE. Philosophy and fun of algebra, 1909.
An attempt to spell out more simply some of the themes
explored in her previotts books. ln particular the process of'
algebraisation is described and discussed in some detail.

M. BOOLE. The forging of passion into power, 1910.
Those who Inay be attracted by the title will not be disappointed
by this profound but neglected work. ft explores the nature
of unconscious processes and relates the insights acquired to
problems of teaching. A powerful and prophetic book.
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M. BOOLE, Collected works, ols. 1-4, C. W. Daniel, 1931.
The publisher and his wife were close friends of Mary Boole.
The collected works were distributed by the Open Court
C:ompany, U.S.A., at one timethey arc now out-of-print.

c. u.vrTEGxo, The psychology qf the adolescent, Educational Explorers,
Reading, 1962.

c. GATTEc,xo, For the !eaching nf mathematics, vols. 1-3, Educational
Explorers, Reading, 1963,

c. cxri-EoNo, Irhat we owe children, Kegan Paul, 1970.
Perhaps the only contemporary writer on mathematical
education who speaks the same language as Mary Book--
though very much in a voice of his own.

R. RIIEES .Ytudies in logic and probability, 1952.
Various papers about George Boole with some of his own
writings.

c. seENcEk BROWN, Lill's of form, 1969.
-The theme of this book is that a universe comes into being
when a space is severed or taken apart.' An unusual contem-
pars. account of a logical calculus and the process of mathe-
matical creation.
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